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City of Murray Changes
FDEA TO CONVENE
Line of Industrial Zone AT MURRAY STATE

ON OCTOBER 8-9
Child
•COUNCIL ENLARGES Will Hold
Health Meeting Varied Program is Planned
by Officers of Teachers
SPACE FOR LABOR
Association
IN TRADE PURSUITS
BLACKBURN HOPES

uses is two. vision and
energy
I
ye in see-

New Line of Demarcation
Will Follow Old Ordinance Regulations

of

GROUP SELLS FIRE
HOUSE TO SHROATS

ometry also
ie the mane transmits
1 to aid the
visionary

-The City of Murray lfl a meeting
of its town council Friday night
enlarged the industrial eerie of the
township proper, extending and
changing the line between the re-.
tail-residential and manufacturing
sections.,
The original line of separation
was approved by ordinance on November 20, 1931, under the mayorship of Ed Filbeck. The line at
that time began at the center of
South Fourth street at the City
Limits.
The provisions of the, ordinance
change approved Friday declares
that the line of separation shall
run east andwest 150 feet south of
Elm Street and shall intersect the
north and south line in the center
of Cherry Alley. It runs north
through Cherry Alley to 'a point
100 feet south of the south side of
Walnut Street and continues then
according to the original ordinance.
All territory east of the line of
demarcation, the ordinance proclaims-.shall- be-a-part of- -the industrial zone.
Mayor Foreman H.
Graham signed the requiscat,
The amendment, as did also the
ordinance which instituted the line,
made it unlawful to operate livery
stables, black smith shops. foundries, glue factories; any tobacco
manufacturing house, tobacco rehandling house, loose leaf floor,
or storage warehouse; any water
plant, electric light plant, or ice
plant; any saw mill, planing mill.
stave mill, steam laundry, or any
other sort of milt or factory using
power produced by steam - or gasoline engine on the west side of
the line set forth by the ordinance as the boundary between the
residential section and the indust.
rial zone.
While in session, the council
also deeded the Old Fire Station
to J. D. and L. C. Shroat for a
Charles
of $600.
consideration
Grogan, city clerk, read the minutes of the previous meeting; the
council approved them; Mayor F.
H. Graham - presided.,
The following councilmen took
part in the regular session: Mayor
P. H. Graham, H. E. Elliott, R. P.
Holland. Robert D. • Jones, L. D.
Outland, and. J. T. Wallis.
The council will. convene again
on the Friday night, September 17.
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Telephone Men
Visit in Murray
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C. A. Sawyer and W. 0. McDowell. Paducah, commissioners
for the Bell Telephone Company,
visited in Murray Friday afternoon in the interests 'of the conversion of telephone operation in
Murray from magneto to common
battery style.
Plans are progressing rapidly,on
the instauration of thF system, local civic chairmen disclosed here
this morning.
The State Public Service Commission in Frankfort on July '24
authorized the Southern Bell to
make the change after a joint application or the Telephone cornpony and civic organization in
Murray.
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Haven's, Boone,
Carman Unhurt
in Auto Mishap
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The Rev. A. V Havens, Prof. A.
Carman, and 0. B. Boone escaped
injury Wednesday morning when
the car in iehich they were Airiving plunged over a smatIvarribardc• merit Into a creek imd turned over.
The three were returning from
a fishing trip at Pine Bluff. According to the•everend Mr. Havens,
cording to the Reverend Mr. Havens.
coming out and he !Niched into
the 'glove compartment '2fir . his
gum
chewing
A
sun-glasses.
wrapper became entangled in the
glove-container doorway, and his
attention and.., that of his eempanions, remained engrossed there
a little too long. The road curved.
and the right fender of the car
struck an abutment of a bridge,
and the car overturned _teto the
.
None Of its occupants was Injured. The car was going - abate
go miles per hour when the accident Occurred, witnesses said.
creek.

College to Open
Monday Week;
Expect Big Year
Murray State College
open its, doors Monday morning, September. 20. for registration for the 1937 fall semester. One of the. biggest enrollments in years is expected by
eset
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CITY SCHOOLS TO Boone Bill is President of Tobacco
OPEN FALL TERMS
Association for the Fifth Successive
MONDAY MORNING
Term; Other Officers are Selected
Wells Overbey to Make Opening Address at Murray
High at 8:30

HOOD TO SPEAK AT
TRAINING SCHOOL

The Weather

SHEMWELL, VEAL,
AND SHANKLIN ARE
NAMED BY GROUP

There will be et child health
conference in the office of „the
county health unit in Murray Frias
Temperature
by
recorded
FACULTY HAS 3 NEW
day afternoon at 2:30 ,according
Football practice at the collet
Government Weather Recorder Pat
1,000 MAY ATTEND under the supervision of he
to an announcement made by the
MEMBERS THIS YEAR
Wear:
department this morning.
coach Roy Stewart has been
Enrollment
Caplinger
Outlines
Week September 2 to, September
The First District Education AsAll mothers with children under
under way since Monday, and
The city, Training ,and colored
Requirements, Announces
8. inclusive:
6 years of age are especially in- sociation will meet this year on
immediately after registration
schools will begin their fall terms
Bus Service
High Low
Date
Shemwell is Director at
vited to bring their children in October 8 and 9 in the auditorium
the team will leave for Abilene,
Monday at 8:30 o'clock.
72
Thursday, 2
87
examination.
of
the
free
Murray
State
College, with exto receiVe
Tex., where it will engage the
Large; Lax and Jones
The Training School will open Friday, 3
The city schools have some
88 72
pectations of accommodating more
Cowboys of Hardin-Simmons
Complete Committee
changes in their faculties and for for registration Monday, Supt. W. Saturday, 4
84 70
than 1,000 teachers in this area,
University.
that reason will announce the J. Caplinger announced this week. Sunday, 5
76
pe
Edward Blackburn, president, anA highly successful years is in
names of the entire faculty: Miss The faculty consists of Carmon Monday, 6
77 65 BOARD,WILL ELECT
nounced today.
store for Murray State -College,
Margaret Graves. first grade; Miss Graham, principal; Clifton Thur- Tuesday, 7
79 69
SECRETARY SOON
According to Kenneth R. ,,Patits supporters proclaim.
Roberta
mathematics;
'
Miss
man,
Kathleen Patterson. second grade;
Wednesday, 8
82 69
terson, superintendent of Mayrlid
Clara
Rimscience;
Miss
Miss Lucy Lee, second grade; Mrs. Whitnah,
Rainfall recorded during the
Boone Hill, Benton. a farmerCity Schools and eteretary of the
F. Crawford, third grade Miss mer, English and -French; Miss week was 1.04 inches. Heaviest resident of the Sharpe community
FDEA,-the --Program _Will be catnMary Lassiter, fourth grade; Miss Lory Frisby, English and Latin; rainfall for the week was .80 of in Marshall county, was reelectMiss Ruthie Fay Willoughby, 21, pleted. within the week and will
Mary Lou Outland, fifth' grade; Miss Daisy Hinkle, music; Mrs. an inch which fell during the ed here Friday to his fifth sucfeature such educators and enterDies Tuesday Night of
Miss Lola Clayton Beale, sixth Mary Hall, art; A. Carman, agre- hours. of 4 a. m. and 8 a. m. cessive term as president of the
Tuberculosis
tainers as Helen Howe, who, will
bade.
In
Junior-Senior
High celtures Roy Stewart, physical Thursday.
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growpresent
monodrames of
today,
school we have the following new education; Miss Emma Helm. sixth
ers Association. Ballots were cast
21,
Willoughby,
characters • and caricatures; ' Dr.
• Miss Ruthie Fay
Naoma Maple,
teachers: .Wilburn Cavitt, mathe- grade critic; Mi
by the board of directors.
daughter of Frank and Mrs. Anna William G. Spencer. Franklin Colcritic;
isa Mattie
matics and wood shop; Ardath fifth grade
H. C. Shemwell, Graves county,
S. Willoughby, of near Hymon. lege, Oleo, who will speak before Pickwick Landing is Nucleus for Cannon. physics,. chemistry, and Trousdale, fourth gra e critic; Miss
Huge Currents in Tenwas named first • vice-president.
died at her parents' home Tues- the high school group; and Henry
Lola
mathematics;
Miss
Cain. Desiree Beale. third grade critic;
nessee
Towns
and E. E. Shanklin, Dresden.
Arnold.
Witteberg
College.
day night after a• 4 years' illness of J.
commercial department. The re- Miss Ola B. Brock, second grade
Tenn., received endorsement as
Ohio, speakers for the elementary
tuberculosis.
mainder of the faculty-Ed Fie critic; Miss Bertie Manor, first
The
Tennessee
Valley
Authority
second vice-president.
Shemwell
Although she was a member of grades.
beck, principal; W. B. Moser, grade critic; Maureen Brookshire,
_announced
apSeptember
2
the
was named direetor-at-large, sucDwight Crisp. principal of Heath
secretary.
no church,- she had a .preference
biological
sciences;
Preston
HolProminent
r
armer
of
Wiswell
proval
of power contracts with the
ceeding L. F. Burke, Fulton.
for the Baptist faith, and the good- High School, is vice-president eels titres of Trenton and
Pupils in the first six grades
Community is Dead from
Jackson, land,' history and physical educe.
L. L. Veal, Murray. was reness with which she lived her life the organization. M. 0. Wrather. Tenn., thus bringing to a total of tiun: Everett Crane, music; Mrs. from the city district and the
Heart Attack
elected general manager of the aswas worthy of devout and faith- superintendent of Calloway schools, five the
Ben
Grogan,
librarian;
Miss
Myla
Wells
'Hardin.
county
districts
of
West Tennessee comwas fotenerly a member of the
/ sociation. The directors took no
ful aims.
Robert L. Spe&4r, 72, a promimunities which have contracts pro- Bagwell, languages; Miss Dorothy Locust Grove, Hickory Grove, and
board of directors.
father
Robertson, English: Miss Meadow Martin's Chapel will be enrolled nent and well-stationed farmer of action 'on an electoree for secreher
are
her
Surviving
viding
for
purchase
of
TVA
energy
Just two years ago. the AsscciaHuie, history; Miss Hazel Tarry, free of tuition as the count)% and the Wiswell community, died at tary. but will do so, .optional With
and mother; three sisters. Mrs.
tion voted to change the., meeting for distribution over municipal Latin and English; Mrs.
Ruth city pay the tuition for these, all his home Wednesday morning at their convenience. P.'B. Gholson.
Dewey Crass, of the county, Mrs.
systems
at
low
retail
rates.
date from the period in NovemChurchill,
geography,
penman- others are expected to pay tuition about 12:30 from heart trouble. Murray, is present secretary-treasWinnie Kline, Ind., and 011ie Wilber corresponding to the Thanks- - Jackson. Tenn., has been pur- ship; Miss Margueritte. Holcomb,
urer of the tobacconists.
two brothers,
fees. The college will run a bus
loughby. _etymon;
He is survived by his widow,
giving holidays to the second Fri- chasing power from theeAuthority
The executive eommittee, as apeconomics; Miss Ruth Las- for the children of the City. Weil!, Mrs. Ida Spencer; by two brothers,
home
Roy and Freeman Willoughby, of
day and Saturday in October. The for the past year for municipal siteeesecretary.
_
and Hardin districts, and Super- Sidney and Willie Spencer, both pointed by the board of directors
the county-. There... are.. several.
invitation af Murray College to purposes,'such' as street righting
intendent M. 0. Wrather will run cf Virginia: two sons. Brien Spen- in their session Friday in Associauncles and aunts.
Colored School Faculty
The city '
use its facilities was optional for and water pumping.
tion headquarters here, is comFuneral services were conducted any time; so the .change was ac- voted more than two te one last ,L. B. Tinsley. prineipae Leon one ter' Hickory Grove, Locust cer, Detroit, and Conn Spencer of
Grove,. and Martin's Chapel.
Calloway county; three daughters, posed of the president, the ' two
March to acquire Municipal dis- Miller, high school and coach; Oury
at the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church complished.
--"-vice-presidents, A. C. Jones, CunThe members Of tee .iaculty of Mrs. Chess Cooper, Mrs. Jasper
Wednesday afternoon by the Rev.
Officers and teachers this year tribution system, according to the Ingram, 6-8 grades: Mrs. -Blanche
well Hart, and Mrs. Harmon Jones, all ningham. and E. H.., Lax, Hazel.
School are
Green, 3-5 grades; Mrs. Betty Mc- the Training
J. H. Thurman and the Rev. R. F. believe the forthcoming grouping TVA announcement.
All officers el the Association
known to. the public as the have of the county; three sisters. Mrs.
Gregory. Burial was in the Mc- of the teachers of the First DisThe city of Trenton, with a pop- Closky. 1-2 grades.
been there several years. Every Horace- Guthrie and Mrs. Lee will begin their duties on NovemThe
.
Monday
morning
program
Cuiston Cemetery.
trict will be .one of the most suc- ulation of about 3,000, will be
Pierce, of Virginia, and Mrs. Lee ber -1.
cessful in the Association's history. served over a 44,000 volt line from of the City High School is as fol- member is a teacher of experience
duties. Haines, of Georgia.
According to Secretary Gholson.
Officers will be elected at the Jackson. .This line also serves lows: Meet in the auditorium at and is trained for specific
Mr. Spencer was a member of the Association will start receiving
Training
children of the
close of the 1937 session. Accord- several rural areas near Trenton. 8:30 for a session of about an The
the South Pleasant Grove Metho- tobacco this year when the market
ing to Blackburn, one of the pur- The Authority now has a 110.000 hour and a half; Mr. Crane and School are expected to have bet'
of dist Church. The funeral will be opens sometime in December or
poses of the FDEA is to bring about volt line from Pickwick Landing his bend will entertain for a ter advantages in the matter
education
than
ever held at the Sinking Spring Church January-the exact date to be set
a catholicity of sympathy between to Jackson ,it was made known. short .time then County Attorney- physical
Thursday afternoon, and burial by the Tobacco Board of Traci%
elect Wells Overbey will mall the before.
the teacher, the superintendent, and
Under tne tow rates now In efYou 'should have your children will be in the Sinking Spring whose headquarters for the Wes/Adrift of the morning.
the college serving the area.
fect in 35 municipalities, cooperatern District for Type 23 idarkThe superintendent
will make on hand Monday morning if you Cemetery.
Was Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tive associations and rural disfired) tobaeco '
orated in MayClint Ward of
some
statements
relative
to the expect to get them, enrolled,, acBAPTIST W. M. U. TO MEET
tricts
in
which
TVA
power
is
disfield. T
Sulperintendent Capganlzation• does not
Murray
AT HAZEL SEPTEMBER 16 tributed, citizens of the area will penis and activities of the year and cording to
handle dark air-cured tobacco.
the principal and faculty then linger.
have an estimated 31 per cent on
The ope#Ing exercises will be
Mrs. Eva Grey O'Neal, 23-yet r
A government estimate released
The regular quarterly meeting their electric bills, residential cus- take charge . of the classification
held in the little auditorium. Mr.
of the student body.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clint of the Woman's Missionary Union
by the secretary indicated a 10 per
tomers receiving a saving of more
her
make
the
address.
of
Hall
Hood
will
home
the
at
The
school
is
expecting
a
large
died
Ward,
-cent increase _in acreage in __the
of the Blood River Association will than 36 per cent and commercial
number of the school patrons to be After about one hour program the
parents at 3 o'clock Saturday after- convene at Hazel September 16.
dark-fired area and an estimated
customers about 27 per cent.
several
student
body
will
go
to
the
TrainChief
of
for
ill
Engineers
in attendance at 8:30. ,
Says Stella 21 per cent increase in the volume
noon. She had been
This is a missionary study class
and
there
the
to
ing
School
building
Graves Line Will Be
The text books used will be the
months with tuberculosis.
of poundage which will be proand its each society will have oneFirst Lap
same as last year-the state will faculty will arrange their courses
Her close living relatives in ad- fourth_ of their active members
duced.
continue to furnish the books for and 'complete the enrollment.
dition- to her mother and father present. It will be counted for a
Scarcely any on • the tobacco
Thl work order for beginning
the first six grades.
are her husband, two sisters- Missionary Study for that Society.
crop this year has been cut, but
of construction on the Coldwater
Marelle Ward and Mrs. Pauline
attend.
All women are urged to
Every teacher in the building has
some crops already have been put
Masons Prepare for
Road came into the hands of R. I.
Jones, both of Calloway, and a
Amanda White,
a degree and
trained for the
in the barn. Recent rains throughWork
in
Cave
Cocke.
Degree
contractor
for
the
project.
brother, Robert Ward. Also living
Association Superintendent
specific type of work each is cai:out Western Kentucky and Tenthrough
Highway
Commissioner
23
her father-in-law, Thomas
September
are
Thursday,
nessee aided to
standing crop,
Men of Eldridge Have Scored One ed upon to do. With an excelRoberts Humphreys in Frankfort
O'Neal, and her mother-in-law,
lent physical plant, a cooperative
farmers believe.
Run Against Hazel in
last
week,
and
already
10
Vevey,
something
men
are
of
Masonry
will
see
both
O'Neal,
Laura
Mrs.
public, and an interested corps of.
Four Games
According to a report made by
employed grubbing and clearing
Ind.
teachers, the school should secure "new under the sun" when Wash- •
President Boone Hill on July 14.
Bapington Meredith Lodge, No. 3.5k. the right-cl-way.
A member of the Memorial
very
satisfactory
results.
Hazel won its second and third
S. H. Andrews, chief of engineers the Association has gained 225 new
Btownsville. Ky., confers the Mastist Church of Murray, she was
Hazel and Kirksey High Schools baseball games of the season from
ter Mason's Degree within Marn in this district, said this morn- members sine last year and lost
childhood a devout
her
since
acmorning,
will open Monday
Pine
Bluff on the Pine Bluff
moth Cave on the night of Thurs- ing that the road work would begin through withdrawals during that
Christian girl. The Rev. Carroll
cording to an announcement made diamond Monday afternoon in a
at Stella and continue toward the year 92. The total present memday, September 23.
Hubbard, Memorial Church pasthis morning by County Superin- Labor Day double-header by the
Charles E. Whittle, Masonic Key Graves county line upon comple- bership is more than 9.300-a retor, conducted the funeral services tendent M. 0. Wrather. The openscores of 4-0 and 3-1. The first
growth
its
members
man for the counties of Allen, tion of which strip the crew will markable
at the Memorial Baptist Church
ing dates for the two schools has game marked up 26 consecutive
work out the end toward Murray, maintain considering that it was
Barren,
Edmonscn
and
Hart
has
Monday morning, and burial was
of
the
city
school
At
a
meeting
been held ,up on account of con- innings that Olive. Hazel hurler,
organized in 1931 with a memberin the Murray Cemetery.
board Tuesday morning, Ardach arranged for a district meeting to from Stella.
struction wolic on the buildings. has held the Bluffmen scoreless.
The road operations will employ ship scarcely exceeding 6.000.
Pallbearers were Harold Farley.
G. Cannon was elected to the post be held in Audubon Avenue. one
A recent 8-inning game at Pine
Hill, who recommended that. the
when actual
Purdom Outland, J. B. Wilson. Noel
sof chemistry and physics instructor of the most spacious and impos- more than 40 men
Bluff was halted in a scoreless tie
Association should continue to be
Group
Sewing
Local
labor
commences,
the
head
eng.ing
chambers
in
Mammoth
Cave
Claude
Hale,
Bradburn
Melugin,
in Murray High School.
Displays August Project because of rain.
on that date.
Judge Innes B. neer said. Machinery for structural the medium through which the
Miller, and Prentice Lassiter.
'Cannon, who had registered at
In Monday's first game, Olive
-Ross, of Carlisle, Geend Master of -culvert and bridge work will ar- tobacco farmer. should Voice his
the
UniversDental
School
of
the
The WPA Sewing group will allowed 5 hits and struck out
the Grand Lodge of -Kentucky, and rive by Friday of this week, and wants.. declared that the AssociaBoatwright, pitcher - fir the' ity of Tennessee in Knoxville, had the other
tion was organized "on the strength
display their August project in 6.
officers o; the Grand six days will see the operations
position
in
resigned
a
teaching
Eldridge.
allowed 10
of a 'demoralized market" and
the windows of the Jack & Jill men of
Lodge will be guests of honor; in full swing.
order
to
pursue
his
denClinton
in
He
The work on the road, he d,.• stated that' the loyal support of
shop this afternoon through Mon- safeties, and struck out 2.
tal training further, but accepted Washington Meredith Lodge will
'the membership is more imperative
day. The project consists of 3e walked one man.
act as host; and all Master Masons dared, will last all winter.
since
plans
pesition
he
In the second game all rims were the Murray
new
than at the time of the
IN MURRAY children's dresses, ages 6 and 8,
of
Kentucky
are
invited
to
join
to practice dentistry here when
group's organization.
made from white nainsook tinted earned. Dunn tossed:- foe Hazel
in
the
celebration.
and Salyers for the Bluff. The he. gets his degree.
C
ellieg the record of the tobacLight refreshments will also be
Langston. i Farris. by the, members 'of the group.
Stubblefield,
co growers corporation since its
The tinting of the Material was Hazel team is sponsor, of an we
served and other attractions are
Shackleford. and Economy
instauration, Secretary Gholson at
done py Mrs. Lucy Coleman. Treva cream supper' to be held Satur- LITTLE MISS AUSTIN ,ARRIVES being
arranged by the
Lodge
Grocery Suffer
Crossland
the yearly meeting showed that in
night
ob I the
McDaniel and Elaine Aharts super- day
Committee working in conjunction
President and Mrs_ J. H.* Richdiamond. Wrestling, boxing, and
1931. 31 per eeet of tobacco growLittle Miss Fidelia Boyd Austin with the management at Mammoth mond and their two datigriters,
Robberies waxed plentiful in visor. Each dress was- cut be the
such other sports will be featured.
Ruth and Ann Howell, returned ers in the area sold their tobacarrived Mohday evening at the Cave.
Murray during the last week, with same Pattern but styled and deHazel will complete her schedmakers.
to
Through the geneeosity cf the Monday from a more than two co through the Association and reclinic-hospital
Keys-Houston
two business firms and three signed individually by the
Prize winners, first, second and ule in the next three weeks with gladden the hearts of Mr. and officials at Mammoth Cave *there weeks' vacation on St. Salmon's ceieed an advance' of 41.38 per
private individuals suffering the
;
. shown with their home games with Paris next Sun- Mrs. A. B. Austin. Bofh, mother will be no charge for admission to Island off the coast of Brunswick. hundred; in Ina. .33 per cent used
third, will is
brunt of the depredations.
Association facilities , and received
by tee day; Sulphur Wells the Follow- and baby are doing splendidly.
Audubon •Avenus in
Mammoth Ga.
The thieves were more thrifty, respective ribbons as judged
ing. Sunday; and Pine Bluff the
They reported a most enjoyabil an advance of $2.61; 1933 -found 25
The little lady was named for Cave, where the meeting will be
or at least more industrious. Sat- committee. The committee judgnext Sunday. All games will be her grandmother. Mrs. Edd Farmer,
outling. President Riehmond Tues- per cent of geowers in the Asurday night. During that evening ing the dresses were: Mrs. John
and Mrs. on the Crossland diamond.
day reassumed his duties as head sociation receiving advance sales
and gets her middle name from
they visited the home of Frank A. Ryan, Mrs, John Whitnell.
of Murray State College, and is prices ef $5.04 per hundred; 1934
her proud papa.
Stubblefield and carried away one Gus Farley.
RAINS ARE BENEFICIAL
The, public is e9rdi•uy..reque8teS1
making ready for registration on saw 49 per cent of the:ezeowere resuit,25Tclothes, four shirts., a pair se'
(edrealle Th theeJaek
Monday.. September 20. for what ceiving $8.26 advante
shoes, and some towels. From Rafe to leek at itris
Showers the latter part of last college Officiake
hundred pounds,
HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL WILL
. is 1986 the Perhope will be one
leingston. they took a 17-jewel & Jill windows and see what the
OPEN MONDAY MORNING week and cloudy skies which last- of the largest
eentage of growers had swelled to
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin. Mura sewing unit is really doirg
and
enrollments in the
Hamilton pocket watch
ed for five successive days aided college's
53 and the advance money was
ray:-announce the birth of a fine
history.
pocket knife, arel picked up a bi-The Hazel High School will open drying pastures and cooled the
$6.29 per hundred; and in 1938, 44
Tuesday
daughtee,
6-pound
born
in.
John
Shackleford.
cycle
Monday moteling at 9:30 o'clock. heavy air. No heavy rains fee.
per cent of all growers used Asnight at the Clinic-Hbspital.
addition, they tore a garage door
sociation markets and received adMr. and Mrs. John McCage, Pine An opening program is planned but tobacco and other late crops
off of Sammy Farris' establishment
vance averages of $601 per hunBluff. are the parents of -a soo, and a full attendance is expected. were largely benefited.
and COnfiscated 20 gallons of gasoBoyd Pitt. 87, ,1 resident Of dred pounds.
More rain, however, is needed,
,
The office of the county court born early this week.
line.
farmers say. Tobacco harvest will Guthrie, died at the Mason Hospital
General Manager Veal, it was
Mr. and Mrs. Hester T. Kendall,
issued marriage licenses
Their biggest. monetary haul clerk
casnuc
revrivinT
g
begin in earnest soon ,according
Tuesday
vesnight,enderstood, will go -26 Washingcame Tuesday night when they to the following couples during Dexter announce the arrival of
close
to reports.
arc Bailey ton. D. C., soon to confer with
a boy baby, born September &.
made away with about $83 from the week:
'Pitt a nephew, of Murray,,sand Secretary Wallace and others in
Hubert Timmons, 21, Centralia,
the cash box of Economy Groc"The Good Earth" feature still
Mr.,, R. E. Beckett, a niece, Louis- an effort to receive a commitment
NIAN--124.2tass KNEE
GLASS CUTS CHILD
Wilhelmina Hays, 16,
ery.
Ill. ,and
begin at the Capitol Theatre at
on advance sales for next year's
Chief of Police W. B. Parkes Centrella,
the following hours, rather than
A tobacconist himself, he l,'as a crop. Worn a 5 to 10 per cent
Tom Poole, Murray. while chopMary Frances, sznaU daughter,o1 on the hours listed in the adTruman Smith. 30, Detroit, Mich.
said no trace of the culprits had
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Requiem...

A MEMORIAL FOR YOUR LOVED ONE

10c
LIVER, 1 pound
25c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
40c
Armour's Star BACON
20c
.SAUSAGE
20c
BEEFSTEAK 14c
CHUCK ROAST
10c
RIB ROAST
1 MUTTON
15c
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9c
15c
OLEOMARGARINE.
SALT BUTTS ,
8C
10
*" 2
BACON BUTTS
14c
PURE HOG LARD
DRESSED CHICKENS
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-Remember .

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS

WE Buy RAGS and SCRAP IRON

LENSES or

Shroat Bros. I
MEAT MARK-ET

Phone 214

Free Delivery
••••••••,•-'

•1.-

-
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. ,Toesday roorruag before we. left.
Mr.' and Mrs. Leland MOlore . accompanied by the earraway boys,
' TAIL. and Delmen, drove in. haymotored the entire night thro(sh
,
tie.. loos and having a most uneerrn......_

_AN av.41c guaTanteed

GOLD1E QRR, Manager
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Every- folks on several shurt trips by Mrs. Julie Swift ,and Mrs. Leila
kodaking.
and
conversation
ly it was the most enjoyable affair
one enjoyed the day and it was a came and motor boar, and Ralph Jones.
of the season.
Moue 3311, Please
leim Jos T Lova% Eater
Miss Delia Coek, Mildred Mcgreat day for Mr. and Mrs. Hughes. and Rudy C*9411.„jilid some stunts
Those present were Mrs. Lees
Pherson, Charline Tidwell, and
Mr. and at diving and swimming..
were:
present
These
Lee. of Chicago; Mrs. J. M. Bland
. Master Thomas
Mrs. R. L. Hughes", Mr. sad Mrs.
Those enjoying the picnic were: Viviana Robinson:
and daughter, Mildred, and Mrs.
Swift McShelton.,
Cletus
Junes,
Tenn..
anti
Memphis,
Mr.
.
Galen Hughes.
Mrs. Daisy B011rland,
Ifildred McBride, of Louisville:
Oliver Shelton. VesMr. and Mrs. Raymond Hughes and Mrs. John Bogard and children, Nabb, Jesse
Mr .and Mrs. A. A. Nelson, Mr.
Jimmie Wiliiarn.s, Holdaughter of Evansville. Ind., Mr. Tommy, Harry, and Rose, of Cart- tan Shelton.
and Mrs. Albert Nelson, Sen. awl
Hughes of St. erville Ill., Mr. and Mrs. James land Shelton. and T. G. Shelton.
Hollis
Mrs.
and.
Mrs. Ray Smith and little daughMe. and Mrs.. Edwin Oglesby and children, Frieda, Veda,
ters, Betty Ray ant Jo -Ann. - 'Meadow
Brown and children of Flint, Mich. Mildren, James Ray, and Clifford
than
later
not
submitted
be
shoukl
page
that
kas
OWS7
Mrs. Effie Crawford, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs, Barber Lamb and of Ferndale, Mich.
aftersoog each week.
Mrs. John Ed Long, Mr. and Mrs.
son of Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bogard and
Woodrow Holland and Edd NelHughes of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. little son Paul David, Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Benton;
all
of
son,
The picnic is to be postponedhostesses. Mrs. J. W. Carr will
Jim Lee and baby of Murray, and Earl Bogard. Mr. and Mrs. Ogden
Mrs. Hutson Host To Initial
J. Thames Hughes and Mrs. Katie Methodist Missionary Circle
give "Glimpses of the West Indies
Ryans Hughes of Murray.
Meeting Of Garden Club
until September 18. We will meet'
Mr.
Paschal,
Mrs.
Frances
and Mrs.
Bogard,
Dr.
Covington,
Murray;
Meets .
and South America", Mrs. B. F.
Aftei•noon callers were Mr. and Needham Colson. Mr. Johnny Baker,
H. L. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Voris
in front of the library building or.
Mrs. N. P. Hutson opened her Scherffius will give "Cuban Tapes'Mrs. Jim Dixon of St. Louis, Me. Mrs Opal Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
The. Methodist Missionary Circles
G.
W.
Mrs.
R.
J.
Starks,
Mrs.
Utley,
Murray State College campus at
lovely home Thursday afternoon tries". S. A. Clark.
of
Parker
Luther
Mrs.
Mr. and
keen and son, Billy, Mrs J. K. held the monthly meeting at the Hold Reunion
Claude Rowland and little daugho the Garden Club for the first
e • • • •
Murray and 'MIS and Mrs. Oscar
10:30 o'clock.and hike out by the
3
at
afternoon
Tuesday
church
Miller,
son,
Charles
Bogard.
and
Hughes
ter Ruth Ray, Miss Laura
eeting of the year with Mrs. H.
. inNarest to Barnes and son of Murray.
much
of
reunion
A
way of Five Points. Each person
Putnam
Leslie
Mrs.
with
o'clock
Home Department Will Meet
Wells,
all of Hardin.
and A. J.
Mr.. Henry Oglesby and children
: Bailey and Mrs. Marvin Fulton
to bring hee own lunch and' all
is
September 16
presiding. She conducted the de- those concerned took, place the 7th
Sibyl. Nell and H. B., Mr. and Mrs.
assisting her in entertaining. The
girls ten years of age and over
"The Colored' Race" was of August, when the children and Story Reunion
votional.
Paul Futrell and little daughter
occasion was interesting from the
The Home Department will meet Family Reunion
are welcome to come.
the topic .for discussion and ap- grandchildren el Mrs. Flora Smith
Mrs. Raymond
was held Sat- Hope, Mr. and
beginning to the close. The mem- September 16 with Mrs. Ed Farmer.
reunion
family
A
polo,
Bear
Betty Pogue, Scribe
home
her
at
gathered
Mrs.
were
--subject
the
cn
and
pearing
All the children, in-laws,
Charles
Berlene,
and
children
Stark
William
in
bers had their pictures made
Mrs. R. E. Broach, Mrs.
urday. September 4, at the terns
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Albert Lassiter, Mrs. George Bell, Ky.
grandchildren
Mr.
Dale,
Gene
and
Ray.
Dents
in
beautiful garden Purdom and Mrs. Fred James
Mrs. Hutson's
Children and grandchildren pres- of Mr. and Mrs. Haney KuykenH. McKeel came in Saturday, Sep- and Mrs. C. A. Hale. Circle No.
of her sister, Mrs. and Mrs. Minor Colson, Perline
when County Attorney Hall Hood the home of Mrs. Farmer. Mrs.
annual family Three met with Mrs. J. T. Coch- ent were Mr. and Mrs. Boyce New- dale in honor
the
for
4,
tember
Colson andbaby Katherine.
Lansing, Mich.
of'
Doughty,
filmed the entire group as it cross- B. F. Berry will appear on the proLouSam
Thelma
daughters,
and
sense,
reunion held Sunday. September 5. ran as leader was in charge. of
Gladys Colson, Ralph Colson, Roy
At the noon hour a delightful
ed the pretty bridge approaching the gram with the subject, "Legislation
chil- the meeting. Mrs. J. D. Sexton ise, Virginia Mae, and Stella Grey:
and
their
child
every
With
Mrs. T.
Colson, Rudy Colson Garvin Hour.
spread.
pool. The rooms were attractive We Should Sponsor."
The Ledger & Times is authoia de- presided over the business meet- Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Smith and dinner was
was
indeed
it
present,
dren
Mr. anti land, Loretta Bourland, Modena
Those present were:
in an array of various colors,' of Wade Crawford will give "Our
In Smith. all of Detroit, Mich.;
ized to announce C. H. Redden as a
lightful occasion which was-enjoyed ing.
R6bbie
Bogard,
Verdean
Bogard,
son,
Tienand
Story
•
••
•
Tolbert
•
•
Mrs.
gladiolius brought from the farm Civic Program"; and Mrs. CarHudspeth
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy
candidate for city judge of Murray
at the McKeel home on the BenBaker, Minetta
of Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Crewford. lisle Cutchin will talk on "Our
and sons. Gaylon and Garland, or my Dan, Mr. and Mrs. Hanford Bogard, Annie
en the Republican ticket, General
ton Highway. The spacious room; Mrs. 3. T. Cochran To Speak
Linand
Mary
Baker,
House."
and
reFay
the
Votell
Club
where
daughters,
Baker,
Part in the
and Story and
The dining room
Route I; Nolon
Election, November 2, 1937.
To Homemakers At Madisonville Kirksey.
were bright With seasonal flowers
• s • • •
freshments were served was an
_
Hubert smith who are at home da Kay, Mrs. Della Stark._ Mrs. Oglesby.
The delectable
from the garden.
The
social
ofDsughty.
e
John Hays, Mrs. Sim
• • • a
'Mrs. J. T. Cochran, wife
attractive setting, for the
with their mother.
Music Department Of Woman's
meal was served buffet style.. The
The Mammoth Cave Railroad,
Mr. and Mrs. Deck Story, Polk
county agent, and a former county
hour. Mrs. F. E. Crawford, reMembers of the family were all
Club To Meet September 14
U. D. C. Meeting
held meateevegerables,
table
first
established in 1886. operated almost
has ' been tS
'herself,
Mrr and Mrs. Haney KuyStory,
demonetrator
three
in
time
first
tiring president, poured at the
'the
for
gether
:
and salads; the second" table. was
a half cenrury without a serious
Mrs. Ball Hood, Mrs. G. T.
The local chapter United Daughhonored by the people whom she years. The home rang with laugh- kendall. James and Hassel Kuylace covered table that held dainty
first engine which
covered with cakes and pies, and
will meet accident. The
becoming Mrs. Coch- ter and conversation of time gone- kendall, and ''Grandad" Peschall. ters of Confederacy
before
served
sandwiches,• cookies, and cakes. Hicks, and Mrs. Rudy Tyree will
from another table tea and len.pulled the first coach was brought
at
o'clock
three
at
15.
ran. She has accepted an invita- '
September
The centerpiece was a low bowl be. joint hostesses for the Music
chtictren.
ywer_e
byWbefl__Lhe_
where it was used..
iseade were served.
P.:Roberts. from -Georgia
Department -Of the Woman's Club
tion to be a guest speaker at .the
'the' home
of tube roses,
members eave been Honored With Birthday
Three of
to pull cars of cotton over a
Hood's
Those present included. Mr. and annual Homemakers.rneeting of the
Mrs.
at
attend.
to
14
urger
September
are
members
All
on
"4)
Dinner
four
'Mrs. E. B. Houston. club presibranch line.
• •
. Hollprings Hopkins county women, Madison- in Detroit. Mich., for the past
at 7:30 when Choral Music Mrs. C. H.'Curdvisit here
dent, directed the meeting. Mrs. home
discussion. Miss., Mr. and Mrs. Reason Mc- ville, September 22. She did four years with an occasional
tor
grandchildren
and
topic
children
the
The
be
Reunion
will
Family
•
John Ryan in her own capable
but never all at the same time and
The State of California has
Chorus Music," Mrs. W. Keel and daughters. Sara and years of home demonstration work
of W. T. McCallon surprised him
way, outlined the year's work with "Medieval
they are all very happy at the
was held at been asked by the Redwood Emreunion
family
A
and
Mr.
Mass
Green;
.ef
_Bawling
Ann,
Musical
to
Sunday,
dinner
Murray
"Modern
to
a
with
coming
birthday
there before
demonstrations that H. Mason:
appropriate
thought that there has never been
Jones Mon- pire 1939 Exposition Commission
Lutheran Hymnody", Mrs. G. Mrs. B. a Smith and sons, Rob reside.'
September 5, et the -home of Clay the home of Mrs. Lelia
pepped the members' to a desire to and
a 'message of serious illness or
_of Mrs. is aid in the financing of county
insepapan
6,
September
Mrs.
and
day,
Mr.
of
Mrs.
Murray;
Roy,
and
Choir",
years
much
69
so
was
Boy
believed
Smith. Mr. McCallon
Scott; "The
These women
speedily, get• into the year's work. B.
sent between them.
death
exhibits at San Franscisco's 1939
Swift.
Mr.
Julie
Detroit,'
Mich.;
and
McKeel.
Jr.:,
Mason
she
Stubblefield.
old.
in her that they ,insisted that
Trees will be the subject for the Vernon
They spent a week together, all
At the noon hour a bountiful Exposition.
of Old Rounds and jers. Trellis McKeel, Chicago, choose her subject and be. with
present.. _for _the dinner
Singing
Those
"Group
ofare
coniests
•se
year, and various
having a wonderful time.
All. enjoyed
Chorales" led by Miss Lillian ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill McKee!, Jr.. them this fall. Her iubject will
were: W. T. McCallon, Mr. and dinner was served.
fered for the club to participate and
On one day they with several Mrs. H. E. McCallon,' Mr. and the day with pleasant converseDetroit," Mich.; and Gaston Mc- be "Home Demonstration Work as
Watters.
a
outlined
In. Mrs. J. D. SextonKee, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dousekeeping". relatives were at Reelfoot Lake. -Mrs. Monice McCallon • and chil- Oen. 'Everyone. reported a good
With
Compared
. .program that the club will use
Were Mr. and Mrs. She will be accompanied on this There were seval individual and dren, Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Beach. time and are looking forward to
visitors
Other
Honored
Jeffrey
Rosemary
Miss
for permanently landscaping the
•
Charlie Waters, Mr. and ' Mrs. trip by Mr. Cochran and the little group piciures made at the -lake. Mr. and Mrs. Clay Smith and another reunion.
On Minh Birthday
• • • e
highways from Murray a short
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Cecil Thurmond daughter. Mary. Ruth.
Water's.
Neva
McHays
Mrs.
and
Mr.
children,
distance. Mrs. C. A. Hale gave
and Mrs. J.
•
Miss Rosemary Jeffrey enjoyed and daughter. Mr,' and Mrs. Allen
A Happy Surprise
Callon, Mr. and Mrs. Buel McCal- Ernest Robinson, Mr.
'some questions and answers of a party on her tenth birthday. Six McKeel, Miss Sissy Baker, Mrs.
Mr.
L. Fulton, Herschel Robinson,,Mr.
Wade.
Bettie
Mrs.
and
Lei
After 18 years ef longing to see
interest to gardeners for the sea- guests met at the home of her
and Mrs. C. E. Williams
Effie Diuguid, Mrs. Rex Diuguid, First Christian Missionary Group
and
Mr.
were
callers
Afternoon
his only sister, Robert Holges and
son.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Glen Jeffrey Mrs. John Baker, two daughters
To Meet Tuesday
son, Mrs. daughter, Christine; Mr. and Mrs.
wife of north Murray; were more Mrs. Paul Pierce and
and Mrs. Bernice
Names - were tabled for new and were served puch by Mrs. and son, Mrs. Zelner Thurmond.
Kelly Rogers. Dell and Nell Pierce, J. L. Shelton. Mr.
and
Missionary
Mr.
see
Church
to
•
Christian
delighted
than
The
membership. The. next meeting Jeffrey after which the gifts • were
Out of town visitors included
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins.
daughter.
monthly
its
and
Chestnut
hold
will
Floyd
Seciety
Mrs.
Mrs,
Marshall,
Jack
to
announcesthat the
wish
Mrs..
We
and
My.
will be at the fiome of . Mr. and opened. A theatre party was the Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Downey, Mt.
S ••
y Call, of Coieicana, Tex..
Tuesday with Mrs.. Kin Mrs.Carriellecheatebe Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Mrs. Hall Hood on the Coldwater next on propram. After the Ve- Verrion, M.; Mr. and Mrs. Scott meeting
Chevrolet Lunch is re-opened
and
Calloway
Friday'
Clopton,
Fry
At.
Fish
driveway.
Gatlin
Mrs.
'their
drive into
Marshall and son. Bobby Gene.
Road on the night of October 7 tere show, the party gathered at Shipley, Chicago,
Mr.- and Redden.
and will continue the same high
Landing
George Hart entertaining. evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Tidwell. Mr.
when the pictures will be shown Wallis' Drug Store where a pret- Mrs. D. L. Elliott, Granite City. Mrs.
class service that has characterDay
to
late:.
sent
Labor
Seas
will be announced
A very enjoyable
Immediately word
place
The
and
Tidwell
Harmon
Mrs.
and
' of the September meeting.
ty chocolate citke with yellow III.; Mrs. Edna
Targgart, Gary.
• • • ,•
ized it in the past.
Mr. Hodges' only daughter and picnic and fish fry ,was held at children, Betty Sue and. Shirley
waiting for them. Ind.. and Mrs. Targgart.
was
Others present at this meeting candles
Heath. and Calloway Landing at the home oi
Carnet!
Mrs.
son-in-law.
We serve plate lunches, sandR.
0
Swift,
A
•
Missionary
Mrs.
0
0
candy
Beale:
Eldridge
Hays
of
Mrs.
Bell
bags
Cappie
and
Mattie
Mae. Mr.
Baloons with pretty
were: Miss
Mr. Heath. A wonderful evening Mr. and Mrs. Minor Colsons on
wiches, short orders.
Society To Meet
H. Hood. Mrs. George Hart, Mrs were also given the guests.
Mr. And Mrs. Baron Jeffrey
was spent disetiseing the many last Friday.
Misses
Those included were:
B. F. Berry.' Mrs. Frank Berry,
Honored With Shower
The ,Matte Bell Hays Missionary happenings since their parting in
At noon a large table was placed
Mrs. R. E. Broach, Mrs. Gatlin Gwenith Petway. Jamie 'Branch,
will meet next Tuesday Smithland. Ky.. 18 years ago.
55
in the shade on the bank of the
YOU WILL ENJOY TRADING
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Buren society
Clopton. Mrs. Herbert Drennon. Wanda Lee Farmer, Naomi Lee
night with Mrs.' Lavern Wallis at
river and a delicious basket dinner
AND EAtINC1 AT
Whitnell, Bobbie Sue Orr, and Jeffrey surprised them with a
Mrs. Arthur. Farmer.
Cash
the
bought
have
I
home on North Sixth Hughes Reunion
was spread. After everyone had
misceelaneous shower •Friday ev- her new
Mrs. Clete Farmer. Mrs. C. B. Rosemary Jeffrey.
will
handle
and
Co.,
Coal
street.
•
e
•
•
a
feasted on the fish, chicken, sandening at their home. The JeffFord, Mrs. Fred Gingles. Mrs. Car• • * e •
Mr. and Mrs. R L. Hughes had
of coal. Mr.
and cakes, with plenty of the best grades
Mrs., A. L. Rhodes is having a reys -went for a drive and when
an Graham: Mrs. Wells OvermiIy reunion at' their hoine wiches
a
Honor
Be
To
Sexton
Ruth
manage thd
will
cord..prias
Duke
C.
C.
Growd
the
lemonade.
end
tea
ice
y. Mrs, R. M. Pollard, Mrs. W. bridge party -at her home Friday arriving home they house was
two miles west of Murray, Sunday,
Guest At Parts Luncheon
your
•
solicit
We
river
business.
She
across
pletely darkened and as the liglits
trip
a
enjoyed
. Purdom. Mrs. Joe Ryan. Mrs. afternoon.
Sepasmber 5, for the first time in
• • • s •
were thrown on. every nook and
by ferry and motor beat. Pictures business. Phone 16.
Luther Robertson, Mrs. D. H.
Miss Ruth Sexton seill be the 14 years. •
FARMER,
MYRTLE
I
MRS.
a jolly good time
The Thursday morning bridge corner of the living room and hall honor guest at a luncheon at the
Siren, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Me.
•
•
A bountiful _meal was served at were taken arid
Manager
The
friends..
with
Swann
filled
Needbarii
were
Bill
Mr.
Mrs.
all.
club met with
was enjoyed by
-.' Jesse Wallis.
Graystone.Hotel, Paris, Penh., Sat- noon.
last week. High score went to dining .table, was laden with many urday when Miss Mary Elizabeth
The afternoon was 'spent in Colson and Minor took the young
gifts.
useful
and
membeautiful
Mrs.. Rue Beale, Besides
Cannon, Buchanan, Tenn., will enWoman's Cluieln Business
Refreshments were served to the tertain. , Miss Sexton will leave
bers Mrs. Tom Rowlett. Mrs. G.
.
Meeting
T.
Mrs;
New
B. Scott, Mrs, John Rudy Otn-y, following: Mr. and
Columbia University,
for
Mrs. A. .A. York. next week to study a year.
The business meeting of the and Miss Lsinelle Siress played. Arnett, Mr. and
.
•
•
•
•
afterDoherty, Mr. and Mrs. Brawferd When she returns she will be
Woman's Club will meetthis
Mee Gingles Wallis entertained Hale, Mrs. Mason McKeel. Mrs. head of the home economics denoon in the home of Mrs. G. B.
Scott when the Alpha Department the bridge club at her home this Edgar Farris, Mr. and Mrs. John- partment at Murray,State College.
ny Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon The other Murray guests who will
will entertain. This is the first morning.
•
.
Crouch,
meeting of the year and tilt entire
attend this event at Parts are:
Mr. and Mrs. ,Luther -Parks. Mr. Miss Lula Clayton Beale, Miss
membership is urged to attend Mrs. Crawford Entertains
and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Mr. Frances Sexton, Miss Dorothy Rob'
Sewing Club
this meeting. Mrs. J. T. Lovett is
and Mrs. Weldon Riley, Mr. and ertson, and Miss Margueritte Hole
chairman and will take up the
Mrs. F. F... Crawford entertained Mrs.• Carmon Graham. Mr. and
year's program for. discussion. The
`comb.
• • • e •
from the . American her sewing club Friday afternoon Mrs. Crawford McNeely, Mrs. Melcommittee
sumPretty
0to
o'clock.
4
from
attend
to
ba Ward, Mrs. Mae Clark.
Legion will be invited
Circle Will Meet
Service
flowers graced the lovely
Miss Annie Lou Herron, Miss
this group and discuss the plan of mer
Thursday Night
Party refreshments ,were Modell Miller, Miss Dulcie Mac
uniting forces to build a club home.
Mrs.
Hal
Houston,
Mrs.
served.
be
The Service Circle of the First
RefrestuneMse will
Swann, Miss Emma Douglass. Miss
house.
Hugh Houston, Mrs. Clete Farmer. Mildred Swann, Miss Odene Swann. Christian Church will meet with
served.
and Miss Broksie Garrett were Miss Tennie Wilson "Rogers,. Miss Misses Voline and Clottle Pool at
• • .• • •
visitors of the group.
Marion Dean Mayfield.; Earl Doug- the Pool home Thursday night at
• • • • •
Delta Club To Meet Tuesday.
7:30.
Preston Jones.
lass,
September 14
Outing At Wadesboro Spring
Miss Josephine Crawford, Miss
Evelyn Lou Lockhart, Miss Mary Mrs. Turner Entertains
The Delta Club will have its first
Complimenting Mrs. Lela Lee
meeting Tuesday. September 14, of Chicago, Ill., Mrs. J. M. Bland, Sue Wright. Miss Margaret Key,
Mrs. Tom Turner entertained hewith Mies Oneida Wear. Mrs. Ron- and Mrs. Hildred McBride. Of Miss Martha Nell Stark, Miss Jesbridge club at her home on Olive
Estelle
DarMiss
and
Mae
Myers, Miss Hilda
aid Chun:lull.
Louisville, Ky., guests of Mrs. A. sie
street Wednesday morning. Three
Houston as hosts. The subject vell A. Nelson, of Benton, many of nell; Hillson Myers. James Kelso,
tables were arranged in ,her apartRecreation".
Crouch,
and
Geart Wheeler, Ralph B.
be "Club Houses
their friends of Murray, Benton,
ment where pretty flowers added
will
program
Hutchens,
W. D. eCelley, John Jr.
Appearing on this
and Hardin entertained with a
the pleasantness of the game. Those
be: Mrs. Foreman Graham with picnic supper at the old Wades- Talmage Jones. Hilton Williams,
included were: Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
"Club Houses Here and There' boro historic spring Monday even- Lathen Suiter; Mr. and Mrs. VicJr., Mrs. Walter Boone, Mrs. Jim
tory Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs. William
Mrs. Wallace Lassiter with ."Need ing from 5:30 till 7:30.
Mrs. Lout* Berry. Mrs.
Mrs. Desiree Sables,
Jeffrey,
Glen
Jeffrey,
of Recreation Center in Murray";
The main object of the outing
Ardell Knight. Mrs. Freed Cotham.
arid Mrs. Jack Kennedy with "Liv- was to get together as many of Fair, and Miss Rosemary Jeffrey.
Mrs. Hebert Dunn, Mrs. Ottis Val• • - • •
Life
Preparation for
and
ing
the "old Wadesboro gang" as possentine, Mrs. Joe Houston, .Mrs.
Recreation".
Will
Churchill
Ronald
Mrs.
Through
ible, but there were many young
Graves Hendon, Mrs. L. R. Yates.
- • •••
Open, Home To Deltas
people present who were not inand Mrs. George Ed Overbey.
Meet
To
Alpha Department
cluded in that list. Quite a numThe Delta Department will meet
September 25
ber of those present were in a re- in the home of Mrs. Ronald Mrs. Randolph Is Hostess
mood and related some Churchill Tuesday evening. MNs
7to Club
- The Alpee Department will meet trospective
reminiscences. ,
Oneida Wear and Miss - EstellSepemter 25 with Mrs. J. H. Cole- very pleasant
Mrs. Mamye Randolph opened
spread
A bountiful supper was
Houston are allaitntruf hosts.
_ her"home on Poplar street Wedman. Mrs,X. J. Beate:Mrs. Price
by the spring. RealDoyle, and Mrs. P. A. Hart as on the ground
nesday afternoon to the. Arts and
Miss Lucile Motley Is Wed
Flowers adorned
Crafts Club.
Man
Texas
To
where the
the spacious rooms
and
the following announcement has guests gathered and sewed
talked.
been 'received by friends here:
Master Bobby Garrison played
-Mr. 'and -Mrs. Ernest B. Motley
two piano numbers for the guests.
announce the marriage
Charles Farmer, a music major at
of their daughter
the college here, favored the group
Frances Lucile
with three piano numbers. Mrs
to
Polly Keys wen the prize offered 0
Mr. Robert Clifford Graham
by Mrs. Leland Owen for exhibiton Saturday, the fourth of
ing the Most work she had finished
September _
since the fall of 1936. Miss Mary
Special children' musical training under Lounineteen hundred thirty-seven
Shipley won the prize for regular
Corpus Christi. Texas
ise Robyn, _American Conservatory, Bachelor of
attendance. A beautiful exhibit of 0
at home
College,
Musical
Chicago
Degree,
Education
Music
work was shown by different memfifth
September
after
i
and
Boguslawsk
Moissaiye
with
piano training
bers. Mrs. Charles Farmer had
1906 Sari' Gabriel
Theodore Bohlmann.
several pretty pieces and ranked
Austin, Texas
number
• •
Mrs. Graham is well known here next to Mrs....Keys in the
PHONE 288
where she lived for eleven years. of pieces finished.
Miss Emily Wear,. president, led
•
She was an unusualy talented
Miss
wide is *Wort business mission,
is
Mrs.
had
of
home
at
died
and
School
High
.woman
young
Murray
Studio at
assisted her
Randolph
Elizabeth
She
admirers.
and
of
friends
circle
Addition
Bonnie Houston, College
pretty and
attended the Murray City School mother in serving a
•
Before the
wail the close of her junior year, tasty party plate.
Mrs
when her father took the. pastorate guests left, Mrs. Holland,
of the First Christian Church in Randolph's mother displayed a love.
-3.

-

—
Corpus Christi, Texas. She was
faithful to her duties in the church
and social obligations and held
the center of the younger society
set here,
She was graduated from high
school in Corpus Christi this year
in the same class with her husband. They plan to enter the
state tmlversity at Austin this
fall and will be at home after
San
1906
at
September fifth
Gabriel, Austin. Tex.

------knitted
ly-T—bedspeead that she
several years ago. It is a work of
art "and created much comment
on the beadty and perfectness.
Those present were Mrs. Wheeler Denham. Mrs. Charles Fermer,
Mrs. Seem Diggings Mrs. 1,011./
Keys, Mrs. Loislfailler, Mrs. Florence Moore. Mrs. L. E. Owen. Mrs.
d. 0. Redeem Mrs. V. C. Stubblefield. Sr., Mrs. Jesse Wallis, Miss
Emily Wear. Mrs. Tom Williams,
Miss Ruth Cutchin. Mirk' Mary
Shipley, Mrs. George Hart.' Mrs.
Ed Filbeck, Mrs. Katherine Kirk,
Miss I.ula Holland. Mrs. Clyde
Down,, Mrs. Ottis Churchill

Girl Scout News
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Announcement •

Open

CHEVROLET
LUNCH

NOTICE
•

The Chevrolet
Lunch

G. W. Wallis Coal Co.
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

BOONE CLEANERS

Telephone 234

South Side Court Square ri
0

Announce New Prices 11
STARTING TODAY

im one
tnying
heart
beauform.
-

(S

SUITS

CLEANED and PRESSED,Cash and Carry

409

Call For and Delivery Prices:

0 Suits Cleaned and Pressed
Pants Cleaned and Pressed
Dresses, plain, cleaned and pressed
Overcoats, cleaned and pressed
Ladies' Coats cleaned and pressed
- eel-Coats cleaned and pressed
Fur-Trimm
Men's Hats cleaned andblocked by factory methods

LI

PIANO

Private and Class Lessons
with
LILLIAN WATTERS
•

•

50c
25c
60c
50c
50c
85c
50c

Behind these prices stands our reputation for fine cleaning and prompt service It is
our honest desire to give the very best cleaning for prices as low as the lowest. Therefore we will not cut the quality of our cleaning.

BOONE CLEANERS

n

Studio Opens September 13

TELEPHONE 234 -

SOUTH SIDE COURT SQUARE
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Climb."
Senior,: Lester
Wilson, presiQuitman Lamb was in Murray Thursday.
dent; Marie Shoemaker, viceLittle 11fiss Mary Sue, daughter
Friday afternoon on business.
president; Bobble Farley, secreEvery boy who is already a memI Shelby Hicks. who has been in of Mr. and Mrs. L Craig a Deie,h... is in Hazel visiting
nEs
tary; Creston Huey, treasurer;
heoritaum
mre tr
ber of the Boy Scouts of Murray,
s,hom
'
ranreedat
tstup
irte
W. Peins and
Randall
Patterson, sergeant-atand all fellows interested in beto vsil
Mr. 'Perry. and Mr. and Mrs Bert
arms; Mr. 0. M. Lassiter, sponcoming a member of this organizaand >la: R. R. Hicks.
!
To the Citizens and Voter, of
Moore.
sor.
tion, are asked to be present FriMr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller and
hintrItY:
-Fornisarty-_•(--FOR RENT-ono 9-room house, day evening ht
o'clock when
lafs, -Johrife-Litizaeriee, Of 'Weil,unr- nreet on a later
The seniors
sons. William 'Cyrus and Gene
I take this method of amt.:Inc- modern conveniences, ready for
Haze People- and
an open meeting will be held at
to select their class color,
date
Orr. spent Sunday in Paris. Tenn Ain. Tenn.. was in Hazel last Friday hag myself as a candidate for the
Events
Lo- the Murray High School gymher sister, Mrs. office. of city judge in the Genera) occupancy. Double garage.
week to
flower. and ,motto.
visiting friends.
--.---cated in College addition on 15th nasium.
Simmons, who is a patient Election, Nov. 2. 1937.
Audrey
The seventh and eighth grade
the
her
of
accompanied
here
Miss Jewell Hill
ltc
News was received
Williams.
Etta
Mrs.
street,
in the Mason Hospital.
The Young Business Men's Club
boys played Pleasant Valley' boys
I have lived in your midst for
death of Henry E. Hay at his home sister to Nashville Monday for a
Otho Turner and Rob Cole were the past 30 years cr more and have WANTED-Man with auto for sell- is deeply interested in Scouting
in softball last Friday but were
in Grand Junctigns Colo. Mr. Hay week's visit.
defeated by the score of 9-5.
an Paris last Friday on business. tried to live a clean, moral and ing and collecting; age 21 to 40. and is sponsoring the Scout work
county.
this
in
lived
formerly
MurMeson,
M.
R.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
• .
Mr and Mrs. Less James of upright life, which is. and ha!s Write Bei( 191, Murray..
ltp in Murray. The following execuThe boys and girls softball teams
About 40 years ago he Inletitief ray. .avere Hazel visitors Saturtive committee has been named
Murray and their visitors. Mrs. been, an open book for your inwill go to Faxon Friday to play
Miss Annie Frances Epoch of the day night.
of
family
Sept.
Lexington
and
1W,
for
from the membership of the busiCharles. McFadden
spection. If weighed in the bal- LEAVING
their teams.
Lynn (trove section who was a
John Oliver. New Orleans. La.. Chicago. were in Hazel a few hours
Passenger ness club: Cannon H. Graham.
ance and founanwanting. then I to enter University.
sister of Mrs. Lela Wilson of this
Dr. Outtand arid Miss Iry
days last week in Sunday afternoon visiting relatives
.spent
Phone chairman; Ty Holland, education
few
should have no consideration at wanted to share expenses.
place and Mrs.'Java. HtdriPhrers Haze: visiting
were here last Friday examints
his daughter. Miss and friends.
12th
Murphey.
A.
G.
chapsee
Havens,
V.
A.
or
Rev.
312
director;
•
other
Stcre.
the
on
if
But
Taylor's
hands.
your.
of near
children of pre-school age. Quite
urdy Oliver.
ltp lain; John Trotter, thrift director;
....ands.Main St., Murray. Ky.
Scott Shipley, of Chicago. Ill., hand I be found Worthy of publ:e
He is survived by his widow and A Genith Sharon Owen. of Detroit.
a number of mothers .and babies
.advisor.
activity
Rowlett,
Tom
make
visitweek
whom
vote
a few days last
trust. I _earnestly sellett your
seven children. all of
attended the clinic.
Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum This committee, cooperating with
Mich.. visited •his parents. Mr. and spent
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. and influence.
their homes in the West.
Cleaners, accessories and parts. N. Acting Scoutmaster Ralph Wear,
Mrs. Genith Owen oer the week ing
There will be an ice cream supMy name will appear on the bal- A (Asher) Klapp, phone 374W,
Mart Shipley.
end.
per here Saturday night. Septemis actively engaged in formulating
Republican emblem.
the
under
lot
Mrs. 0 L. Peeler and daughters.
filled
and
Underwood
nicely
Brent
Johns
Farmer & Hart Dress Shop. tic plans whereby a full and comSchool is progressing
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Guthrie
ber 11. Come and bring your
Peggy. Patricia. and Mary. re- left Sunday morning for their, Elie. K. G. Dunp's appointment which was the only way under
the children seem very interested friends. There will be plenty ci turned to Nashville. Sunday after- home in Detroit after a 10 days' at the Hazel Methodist -Church the law of this state to get my FOR SALE-119-acre farm three plete Scouting program will be in the progress of their school.
entertainment. cold drinks, and
name on the ballot. I do not be- miles west of the College on the set up as rapidly as possible.'
noon after spending a week in visit in Hazel with their 'relatives Sunday night.
The primary room has started a sandwiches. We cordially invite
comthe
and
Scoutmaster
The
considbe
office
should
2
this
lieve
road;
Coldwater
and
Murray'
daughthe home of her father's family. and friends.
Mrs. Bill Wright and
Circus project. They are very in- you to come help us make this a
ered a political office, but ahould dwellings. 2 stock barns,' 3 tobac- mittee wishes every boy in Murray
Mr. and Mrs. It I. Neely.
terested in making dancing clowns success.
ElwoodliMkburn. who is work- ter. Rosemary. and Dee Nix, who
be
to
in
movement
this
interested
immost
and
upon
the
as
timber
looked
in
be
acres
co barns, 30
Guests In the home; of Miss ing in Paducah. spent the week have been making their home ir.
anasstanding elephants. The walls
special
meeting
this
at
present
Is
the
the
county
the balance in high state of culJewell Hill last Friday evening end with- his mother. Mrs. Will Memphis for the past year. have portant office in
are decorated by freehand drawthey citizens of Murray- and thts entet- tivation. One of the most desir- Friday evening.
ings of clowns.
aid! -MTI-r-e:-IN7!!!Den- alackliurn.- and sisier,- -MISS"Edtie - tnoved-- 10,ack to Hemet whererwere
The safety! of life, the able good farms in the west side
munity.
ham. Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Craig and will make their 'home for the
The third gratic pupils are using
happiness and the of the county. It is priced reasonsecurity of
and Claude Anderson.
baby. of Detroit. Mich., are here present.
the spider's habits as a project.
puryouth
given
be
the
for
will
terms
and
environments
able
proper
Weatherford
T.
0.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr_ .and Mrs. Dewey Sniothsr- visiting their parents. Mr. and
One of the boys'brought a very
and Mrs. of our town and community shluid chaser to enable him to play for
man had as their guests-sPriday Mrs. John Craig and Mr. and Mrs. and their visitors. Mr.
large spider for the class to exor
See
bus
route.
school
the
by
important
a
On
.it.
safe-guarded
be
Ohio,
Columbus,
Elmer Raymon of
Miss Margaret Overbey,' promiMrs. George J. W. Underwood.
Labor Day Monday, no mail on amine..
night. Mr. and
jCiriclank Murray.
- writ,
-Bertrand., Mo__ sassiest office. of City.aludges
D. Eagle- got knocked cif Miss Hodges room plans to make -nent young 'woman of Murray,
ShInthertrans-bete/sits -R9*etPre-e--Misees-Eddies-aed- -Bushes* -Esartes -V415a-ted
1.
S9p
Route
and
your
Ky.,
vote
with
If
honored
'
son_ left-forsiteussville last week after days this week.
will leave Monday morning for
Smitherman .and
the "Honor Roll". The farmers
_
"tiirune
posters for deeoration kir their
elected judge of the city of Mur
Thurston, Mo.. where she will atby the help of the Lord produce
Chesley. and Mrs. Cully Nesbitt. spending. a •Sew days here With . Will Clanton of Paducah. spent
Rooms
Furni;hed
RENT-Five
FOR
room.
Tuesday night in the home of Mr. ray. I pledge to you upon the
their mother. Mrs., Sallie Lamb.
tend 'Missouri State University.
of Hazer
on South Sixteenth Street. Mod- everything that everybody eats. Do
Four new pupils have enrolled
H. I. 'Neely in. wesst .henor of a man that I shall take
Miss Overbey, a junior, is a
they observe Labor Day? 0, no, my
, Mich.. an'; Mts. Roy Harriman of Chicago. and Mrs.
conand
ern
accommodations
Potter Farley. Detrnit!
beginthe
since
grade
sixth
in the
the office with clean hands,. unaduate of the Murray High
child, got to labor to get more
of Murray. III.! spent the week- With he: Hazel.
Route
E.
'E.
Wilkinson,
veniences.
Katherine
Mrs. L. G. Farley. ,of
are
They
ning of school.
Mrs. K. -G. Dunn, Winner RaY tied with the promise of special
School and received two years of
of gr. grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. N. G
ltp food.
-1. Murray, Ky.
Were visitors in the
and Orval Hutson. Rudolph Osbron,
Dunn. Bogard Dunn. Mrs. A. H. favors and privileges to none and
Hill, and
Jewell Hal. •
collage work at Murray State Collast
Jenkins
Adams
Dr.
Orville
Mrs.
and
•
Stubblefield.
:.
Joe
Billy
and
to
effort
execute
bend
every
will'
Ava
and
Jr..
H.
A.
sore
FOR RENT--a five-rootri apartrnert
she will
Bob Turnbow spent Monday McLeod.
knecked off old
weeit.
have Mary lege. .At Missouri State,
to
glad
very
are
We
of
office
duties
according
the
the
visitors
Paducah
unfurnished. near the College. See
shingles f r om and Paula Miller, daughters of study home economi`Es.- Smith • of Paris. and Tuesday in: Paducah -vistting Lee Wilson. were
Betue
to
the
law
justice
and
and
to.
one day last....w.eeke
Emma J. Helm, Woodlawn Antes
At -Murray State she, was outhis house • top Earlie Miller, as students • of our
=slier
„
J.- T. Hall of Paducah 'was in peace. happiness .aed Wellbeing Hughes Avenue.
tic
standing socially and was an honer .„
ew school.
put on dew
Mary -37;sileor.. a few days It . Yordeet. White. cf'Florida. is in.
and
junior
a
Is
Mary
and
of
the
of
this
Murray
citizens
Hazel visiting his brother. Lay- Hazel Tuesday night visiting relaones Saturday. Paula is a ires.hrnan. They are student,
week.
AUTO LOANS-stritcly confidentommunity at large.
tives and friends.
morning former students of Northeastern
Next
- Mr. and Mrs: Our Caldwell and most White..and . Mrs: White. and
Thanking 'you in advance for tial. Your car or truck only seMr and Mrs. D.. N. White, Mr.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
(Sunday) awful High School in Detroit.
daughter. Vivian. of Somerville. • other relatives and friends.
reor
curity,
endorsers.
payments
your
no
si
your
influence
vote..
son.
and
Beandon
Owen
Mrs..
and
been
i
ha
who
'Paschall.
D.
Mrs. C.
mess in front
Tenn.. spent the week end inHazel
Mr. Walston is seleeting a judgTel,
Klapp,
(Asher)
word.
A.
N.
kind
duced.
Tenn.,
Lexington,
in
were
Max.
ur.is
few
'
weeks,
'sick for the past
yard-lot of old ing team to go to the state fair
visiting relatiVes.
.
I am yours to serve,
374W, 503 S. 6th. St., Murray, Agt ,
Monday to visit friends_
.
"Jump at Louisville.
junk.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Mislead, a proving...
Co.,
Paaucah.
Finance
H.
C.
Kitt
t
Gdaranty
Redden
of
Farmer,
Carrot
Mrs.
•and
Mr.
•
dear Rosie, I
Detroit. 'Mich., are visiting relate ..Mr. and Mrs; EarrGesrge. Of PaThe classes selected. their oftic
Ky.
Tuesday
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in
Murray. were
tives and.friends in and :around ducah. was in. Hazel Saturday
ficials and sponsors for this year
will save you."
•
night on business.
of
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the
as
night
and'Sunday
s
small
one
Hazel.FOR RENT-one _ large,
The Pogue-Nicholson !tent meet- and they are as follows:
0_ B. Turnbow and J. M. MarMr. and Mrs. N. G. Hill and Mass their aunt. Mrs. Grace Wilson, sand
furnished apartment. Electrical- ing came to a successful close Suns'
Seventh and Eighth grades:. Max
'
shall were Paducah visitors Monday
Jewels Hill had as then- gits.cts • family
a__. _ D. ReWleft. day night at Coldwater, Eight
AYsequiltPe_d. Mrs.
Allbritten. president: -E. •H. Lax,
afternoon.
in
was
Murray.
of
'-Carl
Kingins..
Mrs.
! L. P. Parker. Kirksey, was ads 721 W. Main.
tic
over the „week end Mr.:and
respcoded to the Gospc I viceapresident; Eln.a Williams, secMiss Pearl Thompson fell last mined Tuesday of this week for
Hobert Hills .St_ Louis.. Mo.,-Miss jiazel .Saturday night on busicall. • One of whom was my dear retary; Audrey Willoughby. treasShoPwhite
afternoon
Saturday
•
"
-e
•
tobacco
make
to
LIKE
hess.
. ••
WOULD
a minor 'operation. .
Laverti Hill. and . Joe Mcorheact,
urer; Mr. Leon Grogan. sponsor:,
friends, Giles Robinson. age
in Hazel and sprained her
Reason liewtons Gilbertsville crop with some farmer next year's
Nashville. Ter.n.,. Mrs. IC. B. Os- 'Mrs. D.. N. White: Mrs. T. B ping_
KENTUCKY
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u
o
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a
One
presiold.
Robed
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armand re confined to her room. underwent a tonsil operation this Single and able. to work. Write
bron: Paris. ' Tenn. • .and; ,Claucte Herron. Mrs. Alice Jones. and. Mist
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gave a shout of praise to the Lord dent; Edward Hendon, r vice-presiPOSTER
teachis
*Ito
Herron.
,Ann
Miss
Edwards,
or see W. Finis Clark. at Oscar
- gurl Jones. Mrs. •Goldie
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S9p when
and Mrs. •K. G. Dunn attended a ing at Lynn Grove. was home:over
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to
equipped
Electrically
apartment.
- Mrs. Ellie_ Cochran. of Padqcah._ working for the Bell Telephone g -Ang 'treatment for typhoid fever.
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The Parks quartet sang "StandSophomoregc: Ray Mofield, presikitchen. -. Mrs. A. D. Butterworth,
25
. was in Haz.e.1 Wednesday to visit Co. in Detroit. Mich.. visited his
Mary Frances, small daughter' of.
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p. m. over dent; Virgie
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last
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•
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C A. went over the air, yes, and be Mr, Milton Walston. sponsor.
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this
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are
!Millers mother. Mn. Weldon. near
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•
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Clinic-Hospital
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Sims. -See how this world
president: Lena Mae Bold, secreVULCO-SOLING
Mrs. Karnes. of the vital statis- week for a broken aria:
room hedge. 415 North 6th St
their S isirs. Mrs. 0. L. Peeler
made a change".
tary; 'I. B. Allbritten, treasurer;
Ewer p••••• deep .11.41.•
and ciatig•laters, Peggy. Pat. and tic department of Kentucky Board
No nails, no stitches
James Geurin, Murra,y_Houte 6. See .toe Lryan or call 459-J. tic
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John David Dublin, Mr. and class -flower, tulip; motto. "We
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tit'TOW .(111•
Don't put up with useless
mitted Saturday for treatment.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Tom McMiss Dulcie. Mae Swann,., Lynn FOWRENTeehly home and filling Clure. Mr. and 'Mrs. Cletus Bell
PAIN
' Around the fireside as children Grove. underavent an appendix
Tot STANDARD PRINTING Co
Station. F. M. Ernstberger, Dex- and family. of near Farmington
play.
rid of it
Get
mt.tor.
.1.11
ltp and Sedalia. enjoyed a jolly good
0,05•,
operaticn lakt Saturday. ,
ter. Ky.
When functicinal pains of menWe -grieve to think of them going
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd alcCage.
time with the families cf Curtis struation are sefere. take CARDUI.
away;
a• Smolt` . . swo•
&ma
Hamlin. announce the arrive: of a FOR RENT-Furnished aratment. Cox and Jesse Hale last Sunday If it doesn't benefit you, consult a
But as the years fly swiftly by.
Modern conveniences. 722 West
FUN,&Amp6 as. pm ma.
girl at the Clinic Monday. with a regular, high grade picnic physician. Don't neglect such pains.
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Itc fied..
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The' sound of!horns up the hill
for a severely lacerated knee.
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Betty Jo Hale. aged 2
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ald D..
• Sparks. Paris, Tenn.
weather. Brink your eggs Fridas
.Patients dismissed during the or Saturday., MURRAY HATCHAlse Carlos and Edwin E.
Let-r-tia wash, polish, wax and
.•
past week:
D-X Gasoline is famous for _its
SI ERY.
ra41 and Moyne and little -Doyle. Mrs. Chas. -F. Edwards. Sharon
.
give your car a thorough cleanquick stalling and long mileage
SALE-Certified 04 sso
James Patterstm
Sykes FOR
Fred. James, and Prelon all the Tenn.
ing
up inside and out.
• Murray; ,Robbie Arabelle Sykes Early beardless winter barley. Be-,
Lillian, wasalso home fora week. Murray: Mrs. John Rowlett Mur- known wtnter pasture and early
$1.25 per bushel.
grain crop.
Naturally she, Dell, and Neu had ray: Mrs. J.. Rs'Buckingham. Slur
Oscar Meeker, McBridge, Mo,Slap
Let us drain out your spring and
ray: Mre,D. L. Paschall. Whitlock
to speak
Buy your tires new from us.
For just three girls ,we all have Tenn: Miss Bertina Hedge New
crank case and -fill it upsummer
•s
ordered
last
19
With
carloads
Concord; Mrs, W. P. Lewis, Wartee pet
Use GENERAL Tires and TUI)c .
ngain with .bFandp.iiew fluid goicL„ .
Hut one and all wedove you bet. ray; Mts. 'C: CssAlessorsies, Whit- month. Graves county farmers have
20c
PANTS,- cleiiike41.0 Pr,es4,4 ,./•;„
. ---_-_:--......: t%itowance on your old
r af..a total of 149 carloads of
nig
- '•.-,4-.1_'
lock, 'Vernetstallastetnnestiestr
-DIAMOND 760.
50c
er
this
year.
limestone
DR,E.SSES. cleaned and jires-stires.
Tht,y- rils happens once each year, Ion . Mayfield; James . W. Hicks.
50c
For all the family to gather near.. Murray; Para.
'd••.." e
OVERCOATS, cleaned and pressed
Dear hearts are always saddened Big Sarsdesst-Thstn.1;silaw:
I
.kkOlES' PLAIN COATS, cleaned & pressed 50c
Huglies. Murray, James R Burton.
With thoughts 'of dawn.
,skilled workmen.
Cleiined - up by'
Let skilled attendants give your
•
Hazel.
on.
surely
pass
must
days,,
40c
HATS, cleaned and blocked
A thoroughly cleaned motor doucar a complete hi-pressure
., grease
So from .the family live must
bles the thrill of driving.
It
to
jokl.
Pays
Read
leave,
the
Classifieds
•
And 'Oht how all will grieve
for my farm on, the Pent*:
I
So we will only say with a smile
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Marshall county' line
anti
gurde you all the 'while.
"Let God.
*Tohd,•quarter mile east of
'This wag written by Mrs Paul
•
I will on
Owen's Ohapel c.hurch, 3 t-2
Pierce . In commemoration of the
miles noetheast of - Kirksef.
gathering at Charlie J
family
I Some goad bottom land. Jot
Pierce's Sunday. SesstinnberSeventeep were present 'for din- sell to the highest bidder, I I of'fallow land. running Wit ner and 14 guests called during wagon, 1
buggy,. farming ter all the,time; attn.
the- afteinoon)
iools, household and
terms. Man must have

C. H."Kit" Redden
Is Candidate For
City Court Judge

I

HENRY E. HAY
DIES IN COLORADO iTNit:tidri‘s,doan.y

CILASSIIke lEID

_Attention, Scoutst

1

for
per Friday. evening. Hurrah
Betty Jot
Jim Bridges saw me in a crowd
and said, "Howdy-do Will Hale."
executive,
B. Melttgin, Red Cross
said that once when we were at
the Corner Drug Store. And only
once! Will and. I stood up together-what a contrast!!-tee-hee.
kissing Kate, she saw
saw Esau.
Mr. and Mrs. "Jake" Mason of
Asberry, "autoed" ow into Murray Saturday.
Now, to all readers of The
Ledger & Times; in the language
of Elmus Beale, "May your joys
be added, your sorrows- abstracted.
and your moral purity be multiplied."-"Eagle"

New Concord High
School

Miss Overbey to
Attend Missouri
State University

Stella Gossip

•

-r.-

4

_s_sress •
__t

--ie -

One Day ServiceBoone Cleaners. Tel.
234. S'th Side Square.

Clinic Hospital Notes

Ite"_

4

SHOE
NG
REpAIRI

r"..ecof

Dutch's Shoe Shop

'400
C.0

I Am Now in Charge of the

Texaco Service Station
East Main Street at Railroad

AND WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

-

Hospital News

•
•
•
•

Is
This
WHAT
.,

'JacksonPurchase01 C •

Arthur Farmer

Why. Pay More For 1
QUALITY CLEANING.'

•I

Gas:

Polish, Wax, Electrolux:

Oil:

Tires:

•
MEN'S SUITS, cleaned & pressed . 40c

TENANT
WANTED

AUCTION SALt
Sat., Sept. 18, 1 p.m.

"We Brought You Reasonable Prices"

Redden CleanersTELE‘"HONE 379

T11(t)Mek-:-; itE141)EN,.t'l

,

j. MAIN

you GET at

kitchet?

; Crystal Lake in the Bearrenoth
Cave ot Kentucky 'has an average
aoeth of dO feet. Its waters are
never. diacoltieed
.by sin-face drale.
.
rise

perienee, it good team, farming imploments and _eve
AT my HOME IN DEXTER good references, • Aildress
Mrs.'W. F.. Peterson, RirkETT'A HOPKINS . oey,

f urniture.

Grease:

.

-

. -

Motor:

.

If Service is What You're After, Service is What
You GET at

0.1
Co.
Jackson Purchase
•

•

•

• '.
-0

•

•
•

•
• .•• •• • •
•

f
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Ellie Paschall, and Yuvon of the
Mrs. Bun A. Outland has moved'Labor Day.
mender B. C. "Ted" Lee made the
vicinity. If all young people and
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Futrell
to the home on West Main formerprincipal address. Joe T. Lovett
older one too would remember
and baby • Orpha spent the week
ly occupied by the Havens. „
and George Hart, local.- Legiona
to first assemble at the house of
naires. will accompany District
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Turner. Jr., end with relatives, and her mother,
Prayer meeting will be held God for services then visit afteraccompanied
°Miami,
Mrs.Aline
Commander W. H. Rawls, to Fulton
and, daughter have taken an &PartSaturday evening at the home of
wards as the Spring Creek young
thern • Monday to their Granite
tonight for a meeting of the post
ment on West Olive.
Mr. and Mrs. Raiford Cooper.
folks we believe it would help
City home for a visit. Much was
there.
On account or the absence of Christinaity. You Spring Creekers
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale
made over little Miss Orpha. since
J. E. Head, Eldorado. Ark.,
the pastor, Bra K. G. Dunn who
of Memphis, Tenn., spent the week
Leon Castling, Mariana, Ark..
keep up your good example.
it is her first visit to Kentucky.
If yeti have visitors of whovs
stopped
in
Murray
for
a
short
visit
,here,
gad
is assisting in a, revival Meeting,
visited- -friends and relatives in
Bob Spencer of South Howard
family
The Crawford McClure
your are not ashamed, please
with
relatives
Monday
enroute
to
of
Hazel
filled was reported critically ilL
Mrs. Naomi Andrews and Master visited his sister, Mrs. Willie Wil- Bro, Claud Wilson
Murray over the Labor Day holireport than for this coltuom.
morning,
-Chicago.
Donald Andrews of Mayfield are liams, and family at New Con- the pulpit here Sunday
days.
Farmers are busy -cutting tobacMr. and Mrs. Irve Brewer and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Waldrop of co and other phases of farm life.
guests of Mr, and Mrs. Frank cord Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Thomas and
Word has been received here o; sous, Billy rind Earl, Cadiz, are son have been the guests of Mr!
Coldwater visited their son, Robert
Albert Stubblefield.
The fine rain last Thursday was
Mr. .and Mrs. V. 131 Folwell atthe death of Frank Petrels the visiting Mr. and Mrs. Terry Law- and Mrs. Guthrie Gilbert in LouisTerrell Stubblefield. who has tended church at Murray Sunday Waldrop, and Mrs. Waldrop Satur- of much help, not only to crops
father of Miss Suzan Peter, who rence in Murray this week.
ville.
accompanied
by
,day.
They
were
but to pastures and late gardens.
been visiting his mother, Mrs. and visited Mr. and Mrs. John
was dean of seamen at the college
their daughter, •Rebecca Jo, and
Mrs. Beckham Diuguid has reWalter Stubblefield, left Friday Carraway.
Twenty-six years ago today,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watkins
their son, Charles,
here. . He had been in failing
for his home in Texas.
Septerelaer 6, we said farewell to
Mrs. Jennie Watkins and tifrned home from Detroit,' Mich,
and
Our
recent
Indiana
visitors
send
health for some time and was
her
Dr. Net* A. Smith, „dean of
Mr. and Mrs. Gufrile. Grogan, our second son, Ellis Vay Smotherdaughter, Edna Earl, Peoria, Ill.. after a six weeks' visit with
warm greetings to all the friends
aged. He died at his home in
sort,
Elizabeth, and
women and Latin instructor in
Mrs. Stanley Grogan and Gilbert man, who had brightened our home
Watkins over the daughter,
Lena
visited
who
made
their
visit
to
oar
com'rankfort Saturday, Burial was
James. Enroute home she visited
West Tennessee Teachers Cellege,
Grogan, of Detroit, have been only a few months. Ttrough our
end and Labor Day.
munity a pleasant one.
They
onday. Friends of Miss Peffer week
visiting relatives in the county. hearts were broken we would not
Memphis, was the week end guest
Barney Watson, formerly her sister, Mrs. I.. E. White of
Mrs.
got home to find that a cloudwill be in sympathy with her for
irisiting
of Mrs. J. W. Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Grogan re- call him back, 'Dear Ellis, we
Frances Taylor, has been Smith Grove, Ky., also
Miss
burst had almost inundated their
she was well known and liked. She
Dr. J. W. Carr returned Sunday
turned by the way of Akron, Ohio. are both looking forward to the
member of the faculty of Mammoth Cave and friends in ,Eleanor Powell anc Iloaert Taylor
named
a
farm during their absence.
has been studying on her doctor's
Mrs. Stanley Grogan remained to time Jesus shall call his redeemed
in "Broadway Melody of 1938," op- night from East Hampton. L. I., and
the high school at Burnside, Ky. Bowling Green.
degree in Peabody for the last two
Targgart have ening next Thursday at the Capitol New York where he spent his vaMr.
and
Mrs.
Don
continue her visit with relatives, one and you and yourlittle brothlanguages.
teach
will
Watson
Mrs.
The
attendance
at
Friendship
'
.
semesters.
home in Gary, Theatre.
cation with his sons and their
among whom are ffer parents, Mr. er Onyx- will be with those of the
Her mother. Mrs. H. B. Taylor, returned to their
last Sunday was unusually low,
James Dale Clopton is visiting will make her home in Burnside Ind., after a few days' visit with
families.
and Mrs. Joe Charlton.
first resurrection; then no more
due
to
attendance
at
other
Cully Nesbitt has rented the sad goodbyes.
his aunt, Mrs, J. S. Tarver, and this winter with Mrs. Watson and the latter's brother, Rex Diuguid,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett, Wells
churches,
visiting,
etc.
But,
as
and sister, Mrs. Zeina Thurmond. Mrs. J. C. Kemp and Agnes over and John Daniel Lovett returned
Mr. Tarver, Murfreesboro, Terms children.
Gilbert Grogan residence for anBaker returned home the week end. On Labor Day a Monday from a vacation trip in the usual, the Bible class had an in- other year.
this week.
Mrs. J. W. Cobb and family, Miss Dorothy
teresting
lesson.
friends and relatives en- east returning via Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Richard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Cole, well known business Nashville, Tenn., spent the week .with her mother, Mrs. Targgart, party of
Several persons have expressed Clayton Orr, has the whooping
joyed a picnic and swim at Peggy for a short visit to Mr. and Mrs.
man and former Republican post- end in Calloway county visiting after spending the summer here
themselves as believing that the cough.
Ann Spripgs.
with relatives.
Gordon Banks.
master here, continues critically relatives.
lesson Sunday as a week was one
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones, ol
Mrs. Ruby Radford and daughMr.
and
Mrs.
Ca
E.
Behme.
-Ill in the hospital. He- became ill
Grady Dodds, and family. NashBy Ila Frances Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Ridley Mason and
of the most interesting lessons in ter, Jean, has returned home from
last week and has grown steadily ville, Tenn.. spent the week end Owensboro, Mrs. Ortis Story and daughter. Dorothy, of Memphis, Corinville, Ill., are spending the
are now in the second year
We
the
class's long history.
Their a visit with their parents and
worse. , Hardin Cole Williams, his with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith. son, James Daniel, Paducah, Mr. Tenn., visited friends and rela- week with Mr. and Mrs. Pete
of the Coldwater Junios
term
and Mrs. Lester Goheen of Brewers
Kuhn c,n Sixth street. They will great teacher, R. B. Holland, out- sgrandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
grandson
teaching in
Holcut,
A. G. Hughes and wife are spendHigh School and running smoothly
tives in the county over the week
did himself in leading his good Atkins of Puryear, Tenn.
Carl
Lockhart.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
return
to
their
home
Saturday.
Miss.. wa.s called to his bedside.
ing the week in Saltillo, Tenn.
and pleasantly.
and Evelyn Lou. end.
Carlene, Sue
Mr. T. atr Nesbitt entertained
Mrs. Clint Ward, mother-in-law class to find the most inspiring
Mr. Jimmie Farley and Dutch
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford
- We were, very glad to have as
messages
in
Colossians
III.
week
end
and
a,lso
Labor
relatives
at
his
home
spent
the
following
the
of
C.
B.
O'Neal,
who
wife
died
Mrs. Sarah Smith of Macon,
and sons, Pat and Phil, with Mr. Folk, Oakland City, Ind., spent
visitors last week. Mrs. Herman
This
class
of
25
or
30
contains
atthe
home
of
their
parents
and
Mrs.
Carl
Dgy,
Saturday,
Rev.
here
last
week,
will
return
with
and Mrs. Talmage Crawford and Sunday with Mr. and lea: Bob Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lockhart, of Terms is visiting her sister, Mrs. her
Mrs. Elvis Bazzell, Louise
Darnell,
five
college
graduates,
at
least
Mr.
and
of
Cleveland,
0..
Smith
sort-in-law
to
his horne in VeA. L. Arnett, of Route 4.
.daughter, Miss Gwendolyn, spent Farley.
Manning, Jimmie Manning, Rayfour
high
school
graduates,
Grove.
six
and
family,
Lynn
Cullie
Nesbitt
Mrs.
vay,
Ind.
Mrs. C. G. Boone and family.
Mrs. Jimmie Farley, Dutch Folk.
the week end in St. Louis.
teachers, and a number of good Mr. and Mrs. Hub Dunn, and born G. Adams And Mrs. Mildred
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lockhart and Charlotte, N. C., were the guests
MISS Mocile Brown and Tellus and Mrs. Bob Farley spent Sunday
Bible
students. No
one
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Jones
spent
had family of this vicinity, and his Adams.
Boone
and
and
Mrs.
0.
B.
of
Mr.
Reelfoot
Lake.
at
Fitts have 'returned to Detroit after
seemed to think of this record brother, Edgar Nesbitt, and little
Mr. Hurt's room organized a
Sunday with Mr. Jones -mother, family from Wednesday till SunCincinnati.
Hart,
Rubena
Miss
spending the week end and Labor
until last Lord's Day, but then daughter. Marion Sue of Detroit. Safety club with the following
of LaCenter..
Mrs.
Sallie
Jones
day.
With
Mrs.
week
end
Day ,here with relatives and 0., 'spent the
we agreed that we had no Bible Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt returned home, officers: Winnie Jones. president;
'
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Holley, of .
friends, among whorriswere Tellus Bill Aden, Murray, and her mothHoward Boone„ employed on a __Craps are goon. We can hardly graduation.—Alf.
Ohio.
spent
Sunday
afterwith her son, Edgar, and Mrs. Anna Fay Adams, Vice-president;
Marietta,
McCuiston and sun, Teddy, and er, Mrs. Bob Hart, in Hazel.
dam near- Harabal. Mo., was here realize that not long ago we were
Dorothy Carter, secretary and
Nesbitt; for an'extended visit.
Will Cochran, Royal Oak, Mich., -noon with Mr. and ,?tIrs. Bryan
preying
for
.Cleatuas.BaDaniels
rain,
.but
we
are
inover'- the holiday.
The revival meeting will com- treasurer.
Tolley. s •
Mrs. 0. B. Farley has 'gone to a 'former resident of this county,
clined
to
pat
ourselves
on
the
back
and sophomore
The freshman
Misses Norma and Lila Holtenmence at Pleasant _Grove first
Detroit to visit her sisters, Lily born and raised near Lynn Grove, beck; Miss Grace Lucile Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Smith, Mr. about the - fine crop we have
groups, elected class officers as
Sunday in October.
with his family is' visiting friends
We
are
starting
on
the
third
and
Mrs.
F.
M.
Perdue,
Hugh
and
and Vinell.
raised.
Some farmers are now getNell
Freshman—Sudie
Mr. and Mrs. George Smother- follows:
Chester Hicllenbeck of Lenter,
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Curd and relatives in the county this Mo., visited Wednesday afternoon Mary Frances Perdue, Miss Dot ting a little impatient for the month of school and we have had man, of Detroit, visited relatives Adams, prestdeut;'Clernmie Youngweek.
fine
attendance.
and Wade Graham spent sunshine, wishing to cut tobacco
opened their home to relatives over
Edd
blood, vice-president; Joe
and Mrs. Bryan T011eys Currier,
here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Cubbage and with Mr.
Students that came to school
Sunday and Labor Day at the and hay. We are wondering if
the week end. Those present were
Miss Louise Paschall entertained Sledd, secretary; Robert- Lee- Bazs
Tellus and Daimon Carraway
were
Litchfield,
Ky.,
daughter,
of
every
day
last month are as folSmith-Farris camp near Fort Hy- sorghum cane is as scarce everyMr. and Mrs. Dwight' Elliott' and
and Mr. and Mrs. Leland Morris
several Members of Spring Creek zell. treasurer. Sophomore: Bella
children of Granite City, Ill., Mr. visitors in Murray over Labor have returned from a visit to Mr. mon. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hart where as here. In a communit!s lows: Joe Brown Wilson. alardi- Baptist Sunday School, of near Mae Christenberry: president; Mae
prominent
spent Monday with them. They where usually thousands of gallons man Miller, Winnie Bell Williamand Mid. Edward•Curd, of Nash- Day. Cubbage is a
Kirksey, last Sunday. Those pres- Nell Armstrong, vice-president; Ruand Mrs. Granville Morris, of
Rolle Evelyn. Williamson
report a good rest, iota of fun, are made, see do not know of but son,
ville, Tenn.. Miss Carrie B. Curd, banker in Litchfield.
Conn.
While
there
they
ent
were Misses Mary Cunning- pain Carter, ..pecretarr, Frances
Niantic,
-Miss .Frankie Holland and Miss
and -greid eats-sthree patches. I recall that one Et0Ing Stubblefield, Mabel Knight, ham. Mary Elizabeth Johnson, Ftiqua,--treastfrer.
Nashville. Mr. and Mrs. 'Arthur
visited New London, Hartford,
year my father and his brother Noveta Williams. Billy Joe Wil- Annie Frasier, Marie PhillipS, Sue
Downey. of Mt. Vernon. Miss Mil- Mary Holland Jackson, paducah. and other places - of inteiest. They
Our -softaalt team lost a game
Di.-'and, Mrs. Hal Houston and grew and made
Wilson, Hazel
dred 'Curd, alio came ,home ts were week end visitors of Mrs. also took a boat trip to Fisher's
1400 gallons and liams, Dorothy
Johnson; Howard and James Arm- to Farraington August 3. HowMaster Hal Edward Houston II left the next year, 1800
Jones.
Lola
Lamb,
Mary
Sue
Miller,
Margaret
stay.
gallons of
strong,
Dwight
Watson, „Paul ever we hope to win in the next
Island. On their ratite north': they Monday for their home in Louissorghum molasses.
Miss Daytha Dawn -Dale, .music • Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jones and weht
Young ones Sue Simmons, •J. C. Lade). and Drinkard, Urban • Belcher, 1. F. game.
Green, ville, Ky.
through Bowling
week
spentthe
pasi,
Bill
son,
Billie,
Edd
Hendon.
They
have
used to be raised on hot biscuits,
held Phillips, Howard Belcher. Miss
instructor in the Lone Oak High
Louisville, Covington, Ky., Cins
Pat Ryan. of Miami. Florida, is thickened gravy, sorghum molasses our attendance to 98 per cent.
School, spent the week end with in Nashville, Chattanooga, and cinnati, Ohio. Pittsburgh, Penn..
It Pays to'Read the Classifieds
Ernestine Radford, Mr. and Mrs.
untains.
While
in
Lookout
.
Visitors
for
the
in the city for a few days visiting and butter, but people are getting
past month have
her mother and sister in Murray:
New York City, and other cities.
was
in
the
been
Mrs.
Jones
Nashville
Max
Hurt, Mary Ida Wil- •
his mother, Mrs. Joe Ryan, .and too fine haired for such fare.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Cromwell
C. E. Purdom, employee at
Our two sick ones at the :Clinic liamson ,and. Eva Lamb.
visited Mr. Croniwell's parents, Dr. Haggard 'Clinic for examina- Western Kentucky State Hospital brothers, Joseph, Frank and Charles
The honor roll for last month
Hospital are reported better this,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cromwell, in tion and treatment for injuries An Hopkinsville, spent Friday night Ryan.
Miss Mary Williams, Frankfort. Tuesday, morning. Mrs. Inis Fal- is as follows: First grade, Dicky
New Cypress near Clinton over sustained when Mr. Jones fell and Saturday with his wife, Mrs.
At The Time of Need—Within Your Means
down a flight of steps some few
spent the Labor Day holiday at well, who was taken last week Allbritten, Billy Joe Williams, and
the week end.
C. E. Purdom, and his daughter
home with her mother, Mrs. Love with pneumonia and complicationS, Junior Knight; second grade: LaErnest Owen. Mrs. Gertrude, weeks ago.
returned
to
HopMargaret.
He
N. P. Hutrson and Alton Barnett
Williams, and brother, George Wil- is much better. Mr. Omer Wells, vern Williams, Jessie Williams,
Ward. and Verna' Owen. all . of
kinsville Saturday night.
liams.
who was operated on two sueeks and Ewing Stubblefield; third
Cartersville, Ill., visited during the attended the district meeting of
for
PaduWest
left
Mcnday
Ed
T. 0. Baucum returned Wednes- ago for ruptured gall bladder. Is grade: Winnie Bell Williamson;
eek end Miss Thelma Ward at American Legionnaires in Paducah cah where he will work at the
last Sunday, at which State Cornday evening from Louisville where somewhat improved, it is thought. sixth grade: Billy Joe Strader,
aason's Hosistal here.
Palmer House and attend Draughhe attended a state conference -of The third blood transfusion, several George Lamb, ,Noveta
PHONE 195 -AMBULANCE SIRYICE -NURRAY.KY
on's Business College.
the Kentucky Petroleum Marketers' days., ago, seemed to renew his Mabel Knight, and Mary Sue MillRudolph Colson. of Murray, has
Association. Mr. Baucum is vice- strength and giee him a fighting er; eighth grade: Dortha Linville,
Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Lady Assistant
entered Draughons Business Col- president of the
organization and chance, lie has been very ill for Dorothy Wilson, Joe Brown Wilson,
lege of Paducah for a course in
Lady Undertaker in Calloway County
Only
Bill Edd Hendon, and Hardiman
has been very effective and influ- more than a. month.
Secretarial Training.
ential in its work.
Severaislaetroitseers
sme
seen
ati
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vaughn,
Mr. 'and Mrs. J. B. Farris and the roads and streets now, though
Mr. sand Mrs. Claude Vaughn and daughter.
Mary Charles, and Miss I know a few Who intended to
Blanche Vaughn were guests of
Beth Sexton returned Tuesday come for a short period but who
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hunt of Padu- from a trip through
the Smoky decided to say for probable work.
cah. Friday night. sMountains and
other itinerical Acton -and Vein -Williams; it Is
and
Nosrman
Washburn
Mrs.
places of interest.
• .
aparted, got new jobs last week.
son, Luther, •and a friend from. laIrs. Shelby
Davis was called to They had been up prospecting for
Mayfield were visitors at the Hickman Friday
because of the a month.
home of Mrs. Odee Cole. Tuesday death of her
aunt. Mrs. J. W.
Mrs. Adolphus Erwin came from
Charlie Hunt and family visited Wiley.
Detroit last Wednesday to visit
Saturday at the home of Mr. and
Miss Mayrelle Johnaon return- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Mrs. Willie Vaughn of Paducah.
ed Tuesday from a visit to friends 0. Clark. and Mr. Erwin, acconiMiss Marelle Johnson. Miss Ruth in
Louisville and Lexington. She panied by Joseph Clark, came
Sexton. Miss • Frances Sexton, Miss left
JUST ARRIVED! Latest Fall Colors and
Thursday with' her mother. Saturday and they all 'returned
Jane Sexton, Miss Dorothy Rob- Mrs. Will
Styles ... and men,
Johnson for St. Lours to
ertson. Miss Opal Johnson, Miss spend a
week with Mr. and Mrs.
Ola Mae Farmer- went on a picnic Terrell Johnson.
Monday afternoon.
Miss Caroline Hendrix is with
Is Due To Constipation
The Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, At- her
These suits are made of fine materials. They
grandmother, Mrs. J. C. Hentorney Wells Overbey. J. D. Sex- drix in
Often
one of the first-felt effects
Hickman and will enter
are
skillfully tailored, and they are the latest
ton. and,others went on, a fishing school
of constipation is a headache. Take
there for the fall term.
in style and pattern.
a dose or two o/ purely vegetable
and camping trip this week. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd have Black-Draught!
We have them in single or double-breasted
W. Cobb and
Mr. and Mrs.
purchased the lot just east of the
That's the sensible way—relieve
models.
Featuring the latest shades in green,
daughter, Miss Rebecca. Miss Essie Joe Parker
home on West Poplar the constipation. Enjoy the refreshBroach. Nashville. visited rela- from Mrs..
blue, brown, grey and overplaids.
G. B. Scott and will ing relief which thousands of people
tives here in the county, and
build •a new home at an early have reported from the use of BlackGraves county during the . holt- date.
Draught. Sold in 23-cent packages.
days.
Mr. an& Mrs. C. B. Fulton have
Ordway
Preston
Mrs.
-arid
Mr.
moved from their home on West
spent the week-end in Kuttawa
Mairi to one on West Maple near
parents.
with Mr. Ordway's
the M. E. Church.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and
Kuttawa
Lochie
Fay were in
Springs from Sunday till Monday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Crit Smith spent
Sunday and Labor Day at Mammoth Cave, reporting an immense
enjoyment of this great_ natural.
wonder.
•
• This office has. recently paid seven automobile
- Mt- andsMrsl Leland' Morris, Ot.
glass losses to- various as8ureds that did not know
near Hazel and Tullus and Delmon
Carraway returned the first of the
they
had this protection until we so informed them.
week from Nlantic. Conn., whereMorris'
they visited Mr. and Mrs.
• Names on request.
son, Granville. and the Iatter's
Granville went to Conwife.
necticut with Mr. Byron Clark
Aft
.
..0
,1
,
44.49a] and has become
VTtflte -eaaats'..alsatit4eiri ft'fiV grocery htistneAr lie is now the sole
Universal Food
owner of --the
Stores, one of the largest and most
complete in Niantit, and., is doing a
it
splendid business.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love and
family and Mrs. J. E. Haywood
Columbia.
visited. relatives
at
Tenn., Sunday arid Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norvan Kemp.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Knight, of
Akron, Ohio. Mts. Troy. Burton.of Sullivan, Ill., visited Mr. and

S. Pleasant Grove

OCAL

Filson, presianaker, viceFarley, secrecy, - treasurer;
sergeant-atLassiter, spon-

Veer on a later
ir class color,

eighth grade
it Valley' boys
:day but were
re of 9-5.
softball teams
Friday to play

Miss Iry
day examini.
not age. Quito
ers . and babies

ice cream supnight. Septemid bring your
.1 be plenty cf
d drinks, and
sordially invite
us make this a

Coldwater Junior
High School

ley to
lissouri
iniversity

)verbey, promian of , Murray: y morning for
ere she will ate University.
a junior, is a
Murray High
id two years of
array State ColState, she will
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GILBERT DORON CIL INC
FUNERAL NONE

HAVE A HOME
of YOUR OWN

All We Ask--Look 'Em

Over

CURLEE SUITS

When HEADACHE

rat

PLANNED, SAFE
FHA LOANS
Are Easy to Arrange

UX:
wax and
,ugh clean-

from us.
and Tubes.
your old
-‘•
-

I Workmen.
motor (IOUjog.
•

at ç.

Co.

BLAtc-opRAUGHT

-The Prices Are Right!

SMART:FALL HATS

in popurar shades with the latest
styled brims.
just see 'em!

That Old Difference

•

There is still plenty of time to' arrange
your loan and build your home before winter sets in.

FORTUNE
and
BOSTONIAN

Come in and see us today!
NO OBLIGATION

SHOES

"It does make a difference
who writes your Insurance"

PEOPLES
SAVINGS BANK
-

Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
happy.

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
- _chiropractor
Murray
809 West Main
Murray! Mon., Wed. & Fri. P. M.
Benton: Tom,"Than. & Sal.
*- 0

We guarantee a perfect fit and absolute satisfaction
Try 'em on!

Frazee & Melugin

GRAHAM & JACKSON

Insurance Agents
FIRE

CASUALTY

..
▪ "Judge

: BONDS

. "Slirfi"

"OR the Big Square"
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THE LEDGER & MIES, MURRAY,

KrNTuarr, TITURgDAY

AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 9, 1937.

o Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Barton, Jack
son. Ohio. who have been visitins
their daughter. Mrs. Hilton Hugh."
Sunday, Sept. IL 1537
and Mr. Hughes, returned to Mei
At the morning hour. 1050. the
pastor will preach from the text:
-Two months of our school have Ohio home today.
Mrs. Dora Alexander Talley of
witnesses to me." lq Omaha. Nebr.
passed by. Our report cards were
. president of the
From a farm management view- than the fanners in the same area "Ye shall be
Mrs. T. R. Jones and Miss Jas.,
this
original
word
Greek
the
out Tuesday. Most of our
given
Forest
Weotimen
Supreme
Chicle.
point we need to take stock of the who have made latle or no use
Jones returned yesterday from
very satisfactory.
means a martyr. Not many waselected to the presidency of
witness
were
grades
-profitablerse.vs of using rover crow
fever cruPe.
Cous-sey. Biloxi. Miss., where they had been
e martyr,-for Jesus. Rather the National Fratrranat • congress
Mrs. Joe
_
Mr. and
First aonsider the cost of the seed
Leaching of plant food occurs on We seek the easy way of life, and
Rick- attending the national contest of
Leonard
Coursey,
Valdey
of America at a meeting of that
whether it be small grant or winter any land on which plants are not
Childres and J. C. the 'All-states eBauty Show Feeshun the -hartishipe
Robert
man,
Second. handle the pullets carelegumes. Then count 'the cost of present which will grow storing
Paducah visited Mrs. tosos, of which Jane was a eeriestA; tne-eyening hour the pastor
fully and cull out the undersized Oliver of
!seeding it on land that has been the fall and • in the -periods of
on Labor Day. ' :set,
Haley
Charlie
on the Second Corncrowheaded narrow ribbed type
in 2 summer cultivated Crop Com- warm weather during the winter. will preach
-------- --Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Hill are
the series of
continuing
msuidment,
good
the
only
pullet.
of
House
Visitors to San Francisc,..'s 1939
pare these added costs with the A plant such as lespedeza. for exthe proud parents of a baby boy
on the Ten Commandsermons'
puVets.
will see sights at the
returns to be obtained through ample, which dies early in the
born last week. The infant has World's Fair
ments.
exposition by riding around on instaving the land from erosion and fall does not prevent leaching of
teen tne putiets all they, been named Elbert Franklin.
Each of these commandments
capable
leaching; the returns from winter the nitrogen which becomes soluwant to eat of a good laying mash
Mrs. Lena Haley is still quite dividual motorized scooters
and spring pasture; and the value ble during the fall and early centers round- one though. The
and grain. The laying mash will ill but shows some improvement. of making 40 miles an hour
has t he
_
Commandment
First
of the cash or feed crop eshich
finish out the pullets which hav4
Mrs. Alice Nanney is able to be
spring. A winter cover crop may thaughto of unity in the universe.
'
grown
Read the Classified Column.
not come along as fast as the top up again.
pay well if it follows such annual The Second has to do with the fact
halt of the pullet crop. Plenty of
In compartng the farm account crops,
Bro. H. P. Blankenship filled
of worship, one of the inherent
grain will put on a little extra his regular appointment at the
book records of farmers for ten
Cover crops serve several very traits of humanity. Wherever man
weight, which pullets need during church Sunday.
consecutive years, we have found vital purposes and can be made an has been found, and wherever his
The clang of the hammer will the winter.
the farmers, who have made the inipoitant factor. in assuring great- fossil remains of the thousands of
Sunday School will be held at
soon cease and we will be occupygreatest use of cover crops have er profits in farming. Any cover years have been unearthed, man
Fourth, remember that the pul- Independence Sunday at 2 o'clock.
ing our new class rooms and
obtained higher crop yields and •crop which is seeded early enough has been a worshipping creature.
study hall.• Both students and lets are in an entirely new envir- Everybody is cordially invited to
have had higher'net farm incomes to get a good growth before freez- He must worship something, if it
teachers- can show their appreci- onment; new quarters, new nesting attend.
What the Service
be nothing more than his cwn love
Thelma
ing weather will:
Hill,
ation for this added room by doing places, new feeders, new roosts.
Milburn
Mrs.
Cost You
Shall
1. Help to prevent erosion and of pleasure.
better work in the future than has All this new may make them ner- Byars, Jewel Hill, Lemon Peeless
vous and uneasy. Better keep them Mrs. Eulasla Smith, Pattie . Lou
leaching of soluble plant during
On Monday night. Septemher 13.
been done in the past.
We Deliver
Firm in the belief
Phone 204
and don't Smith. add others visited our
the regular monthly meeting of Cie
the winter.
The Almo softball team defeated confined for awhile,
that the family knows
letting them school last week.
2. Provide a green manure for board of stewards 'will be held at
Faxon Friday by a score of 8-5. enter th,mpens _without
better than we could
land which is to be plowed again the church. Not many Weeks -nOW
The girls won still a greater vic- know in ad;ranee .that you are
The honor roll for the second
know, w e
possibly
the following year
till the final accounting for the'
tory over the Faxon girls by a corning. A gentle knock on the month is as follows:
Mrs. Dora Alexander Talley
. 3. Serve as a good nurse crop to year at the session of the annual
they make
that
suggest
score of 16-3. The winning pitcher door is usually sufficient.
BurEvelyn
First grade: Euple
own decision reyoung seedings cif grass and conference, and We need to start organization in Columbus, Orno. for Alms) was Dewey Lampkins, Jr.
Bell, and L. B. their
Glendale
keen,
garding the cost of the
Plans for regulating auto trailer
clovers.
in time that the work of the year September 1. She was formerly The losing pitcher was Ivin ThompDuncan.
funerai.
,
20c 4 if left to mature, will make may be well .consumated.
Tea, half pound
vice-president of the organization son. For the Mm o girls Virginia camps in adjoining cities and
BurFrances
Mary
Second grade:
InSc a grain or seed crop for harvest.
Iodized Salt
Our members who are home which is composed of more than 90 Cleaver was winner and Anne towns to San Francisco's 1939
keen and Pauline Hill.
We serve within the
5sProvisk an exeenent winter front their vacation trips -are now frateinal benefit societies,
Henslee was loser for Faxon. Our ternational Exposition toasty are
3 boxes Salt or Matches
Alfred Duncan, family's means aluay,s.
Third grade:
and spring pasture.• This reduces expected to take their places in - Following the close of the Con- next high school game is with under way. Regulations will be
or Potted Ham .. . 10c
Mollie()
Euel Dee Burkeen. Mary
feed costs. Also to pasture small
but fair.
gress. Mrs. Talley will preside over New Concord here Friday, &astern,. strict
15c grain in the spring seems to help -the church,..
2-lb. box Soda
Burkeen.
•
Sincerely,
ber .18.
meet,ngs
committee
an
call
executive
should
days
fall
lovely
These
10c the "set" of clover and grasses
Fourth grade: Joe Rob Haley
3 pkgs. Chewing Gum
The first general scientific surshe
after
which
Congress
the
Of
for
of
Almo
date
sense
the
High
a
The
us
of
out in every -one
2 lbs. Baking Powder
Cave of Kentucky and James Duncan.
seeded with small grain.
--wilt-return to the headquarters it school and Community Fair has vey of Mammoth
a'
,
praise.
The
Birdeen Duncan,
Sixth grade:
by Edmund F. Lee in
NO'doubt the greatest values .of
made
was
(K. C. or Clabber
Woodmen
Forest
Supreme
the
and the
been set for Friday and SaturetThe -- Church-school
Bur1834-5. The survey lasted three Molene Peeler, Dorothy Alice
21c cover crops On hill land is to pre- young peoples' meetings afford all Circle to complete plaps for the day. October 1-2.
Girl)
Churchill
H.
L
Burkeen,
Beatrice
vent erosion -and-provide feed, but
months and finally ended when keen, Livy
24-lb. sack Exclusive or
's first National Inatleite
Funeral
Home
There Will be aft ice cream supinstruction - and Societa.
fur,
opportunities
Cherhne
and
Jones,
Frances
Mary
a phomplet on
pay one of the above uses may
which is to be' n*-1d in•Oenaha per at Almo High school Sattn- Lee published
80c
Lynn Grove Flour
inspiration.
and notes on the Haley.
Cave
Mammoth
'pay swell for the cost or seeding
7
Telephone
Every church in Murray witl September 27 fosaIrsends at-wrens day • night, September skis Every3 boxes Corn Flakes
the Cover crop.
entire area: He was among trie
thousand
nearly
'
two
-Ky.
meeting
Murray,
is
reach
Almo
the
of
welcome.
within
warm
a
one
give,
you
Column.
25c
Read the Classified
and Bowl
a map of the cave.
women ale expected. • It will fea- urged to come and enjoy --the first to make
J. 3(eek - M*1AS, -pastor
6 small or 3 large cans _ RECEIVES M. A. DEGREE
ture a 'pageant in which one hun- evening
20e
Milk
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH dred drill teams, representing every
1 lb. Red Cross-Macaroni Sc Euva Arnett received her M. A
state, will participate.
ColGeorge
Peabody
Peck No. 1 Potatoes .. 29c degree from
Sunday School opens
The
her
lege August 20. She received
... $1.50
Mixed Feed
promptly at 9:30 a_ in. G. A. MurA. B. degree froni Murray Stato
phey, superintendent: Our attend. $1.50
Horse-Mule Feed
College with the class of 1927 and.
ance has been unusually. enod_stur•
•
- Our bell leant-wrftrame and lost
sincesleating Murray. gas-netts-ern-Correspondents and local adver
mg the summer months. Let us one
last Kriday. September 3.
played as teacher of Rnglioh at
next Sunday.
better
even
tisers who got their copy In by
it
make
,
to Brooks Chapel. We lost the
Clarksburg, Tenn. Recently s5t
Morning Worship at, 10:45. Rev.
Monday:first -game 5-0 and won the second
position as tesietier
'
tileraccepted
Roger L. Clark of "Martin, Tenn.. tilt by ao score of 7-2.
c anglish at Catlettsburg. Ky. Her
Leonard
Cole's Camp Ground
will bring. the message.
Pritchett made his debut as a
work will begin September 13.
Cedar Knob News
Evening Worship at 7t30. Ser- pitcher in the first game-Leonard
Methodist Church Notes
BOXES
mon by Brother Ctark. :
FINEST BRAND
also pitched the second game.
Read the Classified Column.
Memorial Baptist Church
In the absence of the pastor, who Chester Dickinson
well
played
. Theatre
Capitol
is away in a revival meeting near for his first
game, Martha Lee
Capitol Theatre
Cc
MILKNUT
Covington, Ky.. Brother Roger L. SkaggS on' first
Country Club 9Cc
n
Pet or Carnation
base and Harold
Faxon High School
Clark' will bring the morning and Pritchett on third played
1 tail or 2 small aj
small Lis)
excelor 6 small cans Lc 4 tall or g
cans
tall
Churchill
Funeral
H.
J.
Home
3
evening messages. and .aiso be in lent defensive games in both
conMurray Milk Products Co.
charge of the • pastor's Sunday tests.
FRENCH, Lb. 23c
Country Club. Vac. Packed, Pound 27c
Murray -Lumber Co.
_School class. Brother clerk is one
.
This
.
Friday
we
Gilbert-Doran
plan to play
FEE
bf the ablest preachers among
Economy Feed Store
Us and' will bring Bible -messages Utterback -and then Hardin and
28c
10 pounds MEAL
No. 2 1-2 cans Of2c Avondale or Rosedale 99c
C. W. _Curd
.ir,ig to Alnio grades. _We have a _new
that will be of _great'itsle,
. 80c
24 lbs. LYNN GROVE FLOUR
softball for pur next .games.
H. B.• Bailey
TWO No. 2 1-2 cans 40
Monte
Del
miss
not
Do,
.
L
him.
hear
Who
Ho
Those'making the honor roll for
Boone Cleaners ,
95c
24 lbs. YUKON'S BEST FLOUR
this oPportimity. of hearing one of
•Se aMest Sible esp -Cmi-arac9-,T the_second-iarenth--are- nes-follsameo _ .McElroy's_ 5 as .10c Store '
32c
Half *gallon MAPLE SYRUP
in the little roorn: Betty Jean
R. H. Vandevelde & Co.
TOMATO PUREE 6N6.1 cans
cans
. ow- Baptist preachers.
$5.65
48 lbs. SCOCO
"Eagle"
2
Prayer meeting each Wednesday Skaggs. Marion Jane Copeland. J.
D. Morris. Levada 'Thorn
Willis
$2.35
citing at 7:30.
100 Ibi. HOG FEED
Pritchett, -Dorothy
Dean
10 POUNDS
- Ford
'
pro
satisfactory
Weaareonoskirsg
$2.35
100 lbs. LAY MASH
"is on the completion of our new Mathis, Raymond Copeland Billie
25c
upper
Quart PEANUT BUTTER
.dittariurri. We hope to be able Reeves Andrus; in- the
By the County Agent
woreltip in our new building grades, Tommy Ernstberger. Wil20c
Quart SWEET PICKLES
sortly .after the first of the year. liam -Lee Thorn. Maxine Lancastime has rolled around
Housing25c
6 _rolls_ TOILET TISSUE
You are :cordially invited to, ter. Mariana Skaggs. Louise Thorn, again for alles poultryman: There
25c
2 cans PINK SALMON _. srship with us next SundilY. The Marynell Haley, Evelyn McDaaiel, are a -few Points worthy of con,setbees Of-the church are urged Martha Lee Skaggs. and Luzirene sideration at this time,,since many
70c
2 cans Glo-coat-$1.40 value for
, put forth their vary, best effort Ernstberger.
of the farm flock owners will be
23c
25-cent SUPER SUDS
The following lineup will be putting the pullets in their fall
':le the pastor is away in revival
•
used
the
in
softball games this and winter quarters this month.
15t.
No, 2 PINEAPPLE
'lat.
...
-Carroll Hubbard. Pastor week: Harold Pritchett as. Charles
First, Consider the condition of
McDaniel c. James Ii Cope 3b, the house before the pulltes are
Leonard. Pritchett p. Chester Dick- putt i n it A c1ean.house, wen bed`eneson •% of. Evelyn McDanield sf. ded with a deep litter of
straw,
kia Lee Skaggs lb. Hayes is
needed. Do not overlook cleaning
heft 2b. James T. Wok:en If.
and restrawing the nests, too. Here
l'he second mon111.. of school Tommy Ernstberger rf.
is a helpful item on getting the
,s gone. Our work is •progress. o. nicely. Most of our students
soe been attending regularly.
Our visitors for the _. second
month' were as follows: 'MSSType D, 30-60-Watt, each. 10c
EAST ST. LOUIS. Ill.. Sept 8Charlie Farris, Mrs. Saiss,, Mc- H s slioo
Mazda, 40-50-60-Watt, each" .15c
•
opeeis
300 direr:
Cutcheon. Elmo Moffit, Herman
Witty, Cecil Fats. Wade Robert,
•
Pound
U. S. BRANDED
John Herie
nrOutland. Ras.- f •
ry
- y._ Ernestine. iialio.•: ,
M. W. -,11
•and Carrel Phillips. Ernestins
Hurt,. Mrs. Rudy., Hurt, David Juns
Pounds
Parker. Jarnes pal Parker, Lone,:
Forrest. hiss 11011-d'Perker„ anis
WS. Inspected
PURE HOG
Cecil Outland.
ou of
Sp
•
Mrs. Arvin hfceu.strin and
Beautiful
Teddie Warren, left Tuesday
No Rind, No Waste, lb.
Womia
join' her.'huSl5and in Detroit, Mn.
Mr". and Mrs. Thomas NicCuritos..
and daughter. Mary. of Dee •
Pounds
are visiting the former's mco,•
Mrs_ Susan McCiristcn.
I
The honor roll .is as follows:
FOREQUARTERS, lb.
Genuine Spring LEGS, lb. 22c
First grade: Anna Brown Rid- '
trigs'. Charles 'Junior Farris. ane
- 'Juanita Phillips:
Pounds
PURE and SWEET
Second grade; •Lorene _G;-,' •
son, Jeane Smith. and Joe It.
.ton
Pounds
BULK
,-----a•$7.00
50-1.b. can Swift's Silverleaf Lard
rourth grade: Dorothy Flartelo•
!,,. ,roesersl . en.:41,11A1.a7
$1.15
,afee
8.1bs. pure Lsc64-a bulk
lipe..anciatilli'lliNtlhe lv,.1-..t1--. .
10c
Gallon fancy -Looking Apples
Pound Second -grades' Cozy Edith Co 15c
Dozen fancy Grime's Golden Applesboon, Ester, Smith, Faye sm,..
Alton Ridings, and . R. J. Phi.
90c
I 24 lbs. White Frost Flour .
POUND
Eighth grade: Budelle Ansi:.
65c
24 lbs. Good Flour
and Floye Henry.'
17c
2-pound box Soda Crackers
Everybody is cordially in.
Pound
CALIFORNIA EMPEROR
ro attend' our -pee supper }•-24c
2-pound jar Peanut Butter
'
•
10.
night, Sertternber
15c
.....
Gallon Distilled Vinegar
...
• ••
HEADS
55c
Syrup, gallon Golden
MISS LASSITER. RETURNS
58c
Gallon White Syrup
•
- •
Miss Vs
.
Ic
Peck
•Sweet Potatoes, small, pound
the Keys- I i .. .• . • . i .... , . , • .. , .,
2c
Large size Sweet Potatoes, lb.
to her duties at the Clinic Monde.,
30c
after working tWoi week.s at tie- i
15 lbs. nice Northern .Potakoes
POUND
Futler-Gillranis Horpltal in 'mat..
2Ic
•
Light Broom
29c
40-cent Broom for
.3 home is near
Min LaSCiter.
-Pound Bag
15c
No. 2 1-2 can tl1d Pacific Peaches ..
ear's Stiare.. é tjMk. village
15c
Fancy; Pickled Pears, 2 1-2 size cans
Murray.
of
cut
miles
12
23c
10 pounds fancy Onions
It Pays to R•ad the 'Classified.
IETIIODIST CHURCH NOTES

Value of Winter Cover Crops
Stressed by County Agent

Named Head of
_Fraternal Group

--- steady to 10c lower; light lights
and pigs sharing loss; closing active; loss mostly regained on 170
Ibis up; top 11.50; bulk 170 to 240
lbs. 11.304, 11.45, packer top 11.25;
250 to 2e0 lbs. 11.004.11..25; 140 to
100 lbs. 10 504.401 15: 100 to 130 lbs.
9.25s,10.40, sows 9.500 10.00.
--cal-tie 3.500; valves 2,000; including 550 through; market generally
steady on native cattle; nothing
done on westerns; early sales native
10.50fis 1440; some prize
steers
medium weights held higher; mixed yearlings and heifers 6.500.10.00:
cows 4.75116.50; cutters and low
cutters 3 50sI4 50: top sausage bulls
top -waters 11.25; nominal
range slaughter steers 6.754116.75.
-. 4
heifers 5 501i 15.50.

pullets to lay in the nests rather
than on 'the floor; darken the nests
by. hanging a curtain in front of the
nest. A suck hung across the front
from top to bottom of each row
of nests and then split from onethird the distance from the top
to the bottom of the curtain, in
front of each nest, will do the
trick.

Independence School
News

Almo High School

Decide for
Yourself ...

11111111111M1M1111111
T. L. SMITH PURE
FOOD MARKET

•

r
,

ROGER'S

HONOR ROLL

Dexter School News

Nice Line of Best Fresh
Meats
AT ALL TIMES

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

MATCHES'
MILK
COF
PEACHES

GROCERY SPECIALS

le

POULTRY

-

6

2

4"c'•
TOMATOES
-iN3Au
MEAL

qd

.Chestnut Grove
School -News

ELLIOTT & BLALOCK

Phone 375

We Deliver

Livestock

'

SWANN'S,.GROCERY

-

o

:

•

1

',AiThe
r
SELOX
IVORYSOAP

ft

11

One Day ServiceBoone Cleaners. Tel.
1 234 S'th Side Square.i

Tolley & Carson

3 for 17c

Large pkg.
5c

2 large and
2 med. 27c

ghillips.

, Everything to eat in fancy and staple
groceries, fresh and cured meats at prices
that will please you.
25c
Peanut Butter, quart jar
Snow King Baking Powder, 25c size 22c
Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24-lb. bag 79c
That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
Sardines in Cotton Seed Oil, 4 for . . 15c
for 25c
.....
Toilet Tissue .
3 pkgs. 25c
25c
Mops, Cord No. 16
23c
Brooms, 4-tie
35c
Wash Boards
gal. 25c
Vinegar, in glass jug
9c
Vineiar, in quart Mason fruit jars
17c
Vinegar in barrel
bu. $1.00
Pears, for preserving

MEAT MARKET
Finest branded Baby Beef, Lamb, Dressed Fryers;:Cheese Spreads and Cold
-Meats
Phone 37 I
We Deliver

20-Mule Team
15c
BORAX, 16-oz. box
15c
Boraxo, 8-oz. can
Embassy. SALAD DRESS25c
ING, quart jar
Westinghouse LAMPS, •

29c

PEAS - Standard, 3 No. 2 cans 25c
Avondale, 2 No. 2 cans 23c
CIDER VINEGAR,
Bulk, gallon

.41

19c

C. Club APPLE SAUCE,
25c
3 No. 2 cans
Embassy MUSTARD,
Quart Jar

10c

C. Club TOMATO JUICE,
25c
3-24-oz. cans

ROUND STEAK
2
CREAMED COTTAGE CHEESE
2 Pounds
LARD
SLICED BREAKFAST BACON
2
FRESH GROUND HAMBURGER
LAMB
2
OLEO.
7
PEANUT BUTTER
LARGE BOLOGNA
MUTTON
GRAPES
2
CAULIFLOWER
. 15-Pound
POTATOES
CABBAGE
10
ONIONS

•
_

25

25.

Del Monte or C. Club- CORN,
10c
Full No. 2 can
25c
3 No. 1 cans
Sc
Alure Toilet SOAP, bar

•
Bring Us Your Hams, Bacon and Eggs
•

16

22c
25c
27`
35c
25c
15c
25c
25c

15`
10c
5c
25c
25c
2`
25c

41,....e44. 4,4 .1•••%...4.1r,..4.0.4..0.111,V.41p.MP•441,40.114.41114.4.11.11P.Mir.V..0.111.^41,•••••,tr-
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id Miss Jane
terday from
tey had been
a contest of
' Show Feavas a contest

inciam.'s 1939
sights at the
'round on
ioters capable
in hour.'

ii Column.

16c
JT sc

small

b.
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23c
29`

— 25c
29c
ns 25c
ns 23c
19c
25c
10c
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Kennedy Says Tobacco Crop Will
Be One of Finest With Good Care
Mr. Tqbacco Grower:
The time is here for harvesting
this year's crop of tobacco, and if
this work is done properly and
skillfully, we think you will have
one of the best crops that has been
marketed for a number of years.
At this time we wish to take the
liberty of bringing a few facts
to the attention of the growers. .
•.It .has been several years since
this District produced a good
Quality crop of tobacco and in the
meantime the better grades in
old crop stocks have gradually
been absorbed, until now there IS
but little good leaf available, in
fact the present carry-over of all
grades in this District is smaller
than normal.
The present crop we think is
going to come on the market under
favorable- conditions, prpvided the
growers exert themselves to make
the kind of tobacco the trade wants.
We mean first of course to make
good quality and we allknow that
the curing plays a big part in
this. Many a good crop of tobacco
has been spoiled by improper
firing.
We all know that the demand
for common tobacco - is .limited
and at low prices, but good quality
has always paid and we think always will continue to pay growers.
In recent years the tendency in this
District has been to produce a
very dark heavy type and as a result the crops, lacking the usual
proportions of the other, grades,
- there has been the httle incentive
for specialty buyers to try to get
their requirements in the Western
District. And as result practically
all good and medium grades, especially on the brown and light
brown stylea have been eleaned
up and 90 per cent of the old
• .stocks available at this time are
of ,Dark or dingy type, for which
there is but little demand. In every
crop there is always plenty of this
kind of tobacco and we think the
time is right now for farmers to
exert themaelves to make special-'
ties. At' presentthere is no fright
wrapper
brown selfworker or
stock_ to be had, -in tact there is
very little brown tpiacco of any
kind and our advit+ would be to
try fag these gradek .
We like the way this crop is
maturing and it should be picked
over as it ripens and put on a
scaffold where this is possible. This
is an easy job for you can nail
your scaffolding to a tree or a
good stout fence post and carry
the tobacco to the scaffolds.. While
it is green a rain will not hurt
your tobacco and slow fires should
then be started. By picking over
your crop you will be able to get

t

O

•

McEL

the best of your tobacco to itself
and the plants you leave will still
grow and improve and make better quality and more weignt.edost
of you good people underatand
this process and this letter is not
meant for you. We congratulate
you on doing this but let's help
the other fellow.
We would like to see a nice
brown fleshly crop of tobacco. The
world wants this kind of tobacco
and you can make no mistake in
sticking to the old fashioned way
of curing because where it is done
properly it is the best'process
after all.
A few loads of sawdust burned
in your barn in finishing will help
it but you can keep your fires
going too long and kill or hinder
the finishing process.
We think the demands will be
very good this season for good tobacco and if we can help you in
Producing it, then it will pay you
well and we will be glad.
Yours very truly,
W. B. Kennedy & Son
FIRST BAPTIST CHUftCH
In the absence of the pastor.
Clifton J. Allen, ohe of the foremost of the younger Baptist
preachers of the south will preach
morning and evening.
School at 9:30, with
Sunday
classes for all ages under the diefficient,
faithful,
of
rection
teachers and officers. ,Each class
has a separate room. Dr. Hugh M.
McElrath, superintendent.
Baptist Training Union, meets_ at
6:40, with alnions for all ages.
Each Union rendering a specially
interesting and helpful prcgram in
separate rooms. The teaching and
training features of the Bible to
new converts is largely, neglected
by man of our churches, not so
with our church. Let every member give to the leaders of this
very important work their cordial
support, which includes their presence at the meetings as often as
possible.
R. W. Churchill, d.:rector.
Mid-tudek meetTg- every Wednesday evening at 7:445. This
meeting is very important, and
should receive the support of all
the members. The attendance is
good but we can make it better
by bringing our families and
friends with us. A cordial invitation is hereby extended to all to
worship with us whenever possible.
Sam P. Martin. pastor

22c
25c
27`
lb. 35c
25c
15c
25c
25c
'Sc
10c
5c
25c
25c
2c
25c

We are listing just a few of our many School and Back to
School Merchandise. Hundreds of seasonable items too numerous to mention will be found in our well assorted store. Every transaction must be satisfactory at a McELROY Store.

SO sheets Filler Paper, Rayon Panties, Lace and
Band Bottom.
good, smooth
5c
10c and 15c
Paper
Anklets,
and
Children's
Paper
-LL Binder and
Misses, Solid and AsComplete, 50 sheets
10c
sorted colors
10c
Fillet Paper ..
Gum,
Chewing
Scripto Pencil and Lead
5c
2 pkgs.
Set, Pencil, Leads and
10c Chocolate and Vanilla
Erasers
Fudge, home style,
Filled Pencil Boxes, PenPound
10c
cils, Pen, Staff, etc 10c
Boys' Golf Sox,
Inks, Musilage, Paste, in
Assorted Patterns 15c
bottles and tubes..
5c, 10c Boys' Polo Shirts, Colors
.. 10, pc, 25c
Fountain Pena...,Cornb. Boys' School Ties, asst.
Pen and Pencils .
10c to 25c New Patterns 10c & 15c
Boys' Blue Coveralls' in
Pen and Pencil Tablets,
good quality Chamgood paper, Jumbo
bray, pair
25c
5c
size
Ladies' Princess Slips, V
and straight necks
Jumbo Composition
Books, 200 pages of
. . 39c and 59c
Sc
good paper
Shoe Dyes, black and
brown
10c
School Dictionaries, Moroco brand 10c & 25c Rubber Play Balls, asChildren's Handerchiefs, sorted colors, 2 for
. 5c, Sc and 10c
assorted .colored prints 1
Sc Men's Handkerchiefs,
—2 for
colors, white Sc & 10c
Ladies' Handkerchiefs,
Emb. and Col. Prints,, Men's Fancy Hose, good
5c 1 quality . 15c & 20c
,
‘2 for
•
IttammeomMoitisemewella.

REV. S. P. MARTIN
VOTED A VACATION
First Baptist Church Pastor and
Family Leave for Florida
for Rest

Pastor Sam P. Martin of the
First Baptist church was voted
ai much time as is necesary for
a rest Up vacation. He and he;
amity left early Thursday morning for a few days in Florida. They
plan to return in time for the midweek service September the 2.
The action of the - chureh in so
heartily voting this -much needed
rest up. is greatly appreciated by
he and his family.
In his absence the pulpit will be
filled September 12 by Clifton J.
outstanding
Allen, one of the
young Baptist preachers of the
south, now connected with Baptis Standey School Board in-Nashville, September the. 19th. Ralph
D. Churchill, student and church
secretary, will speak at the morning hour. while the Training Union
will have charge of the program.
at the' evening hour. Large and
appreciative audiences are urged
at all these services for they 'will The magnificent blonde Madeleine-Verret' makes her initial screen apbe very benefiCial...as..they always pearance as a romantic comedian in Columbia's "It's All Yousa,:' at the
Capitol Theatre Sunday and Monday, in which she co-stars with 'Francis
are.
rkderer. Mischa Auer is featured. .
abiding.loy.to
It is a deep and
ctiurch and pastor to -have such
splendid workers as these who are
so willing and ready to serve when
needed. The other services of the
church will kie conducted in the
5
usual manner.
new poultry calender. It's nice to
_ By the County Agent

Gaylon White, Hazel, Gets July
Egg Production in Upper Ten

Names of Purebred
Stock Breeders Asked

1

APRIL 13-2,935. SWORN '111.
,CIRCULATION
DIST'RIBUTION SHOWN

ViAtime CV; No. 36

TVISA7Ottla., Sept. 2 (Special)
—Early Penny,.. Route 4, Murray.
one Of. the principal prize I Ten Utopian Club Members and
is ('alloway's First Case of Throat Ky.,
Petrolwinners. in
County Agent Wilt Shots Field
Malady of 1937; No Danger
'D.X Double
Corporatinr
fo farmers
of Spread
t., ,.•
•
CI :,;1•.,se" ;
s
•
. •.
I.. •
it,
A
V
eei- sva.•
()bora
I,.
NT. (
. ,•
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:4 tn
A`
Britt.in, both oi wh, 7.1
I
i V. • I
,
.S!
product, It
at the home of Cm ii iii
rn...i,ii.
on the farm et R. B. White
given
Poplar street here, is quarate.mal
Mid-Continent ha.-; awarded $10.-in the Junes home with Callo- 000.00 in cash Jo 1.072 contestants near Hazel Thursday afternoon at
way county's first case of diph- in more than 20 central states who 1:30 by ten Utopian club membrri
winners in the and County Agent J. T. Cochran.
theria during the year. Mrs. Brit- were adjudged
company's recent big contest which -.Five plots of the hybrid corn.
ton is 25 years oici.
featured the more mileage features
According to Dr. J. A. Outland, of D-X Lubricating Motor Fuel have been grown in Calloway
county this year. Two boys opecounty health physician, there is and Diambnd 760 Motor Oil.
no danger of a spread of the epiJudges of the contest were Tom rate each plot —They will harvest
demic. Strict measures are being Collins, Sunday Editor of the Kan- their corn in the fall, and ts..1d it
taken by the healthillepartment to sas City Journal-Post, noted radio for sale as seed corn for $8.00 per
ion's spread. personality and speaker: E. H. bushel.
con
prevent the
Cochran estimated the
Few people, Dr. Outland said, con- Ikaidurant, cOmmercial manager 'of yield - would be in the neighborale,
they
tract the disease after
radio station WHO, Des Moines. hood of 45 bushels per acre.
grown, and then such cases are Iowa, and W. E. Morris, Jr.. proYields on previous demonstrausually light ones.
fessor of .journalism and director tion plots in other Counties, he
Typhoid cases under the super- of Public .relations .for the Uni- said, show an increase of from
10 to 15 bushels per acre on the
vision of the health department, versity of Tulsa, Tulsa, Qkla.
the physician said, are convalescThe contest 'conducted through same kind of land.
ing nicely.. There are no new pa- the use of dominant newspaper
The buys carrying out the proralysis cases in the county. he de- display space, including a campaign ject are Galen, and R. C. White.
clared.
in -this newspaper. 'and- by radio, Hazel; Howard Paschall and Codi
attracted 'a record number of en- Lee Caldwell. Lynn Grove; Johntries -and was highly satisfactory sty Weaker and Sherwood Pens,
Kirksey; Jim Wilson and Charlet
according to Shipley.
Montgomery, New Concord;' and
In sad but loving memory oT
Reuben
my darling niece, Cfiailene Hill. ,The Redwciod Empire Association Brooks Underwood' .and
who passed away April 8, 1937; joined with San Francisco's 1939 Chirsman. Hazel.
Exposition in sending an invita- - The corn is white dent. •
age, five montV.
tam to' Australia for World's Fair
participation, on a 2.000-year-old .Colors will be so berried at
Five months ago today.
San Francisco's 1939 Exposition
Our darling Charlene passed away. redwood plaque.
that visitors will not get
God called her home, it was His
Stately lines of palm trees will from glare of buildings and walks
will.
But in our hearts she liveth still. be a decorative note at the 1939 .but will be refreshed and mildly
Worleis.Fair on San Francisco Bay. excited.
A precious one from us has gone,
No more her face we'll see,
But, 0. it makes me happy,
To Know she lives. with Thee.

In Loving Mentor,.

tont

Sleep on in peace 0. darling one.
Your earthly days are o'er,
We knOw you sing around the
throne,
While on this earth we roam,
But we' shall meet you.
Up in that beautiful home.
—Written by an aunt, Marelle
Tress.

Grindstone .Beats
Vancleave 22-5-

In Loving Memory

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

$1.50the
$2.0°

Wins
TO DEMONSTRATE
OBERA BRITTON ,25, Earl Penny
In D-X Contest
HYBRID CORN PLOT
IS ILL: DIPHTHERIA

GORGEOUS GLAMOUR GAL

know and not guess what your
Gaylon White, Hazel. Kentucky.
in
MAVENS' SUBJECT — "TOMMY has a flock of 107 White Leghorns flock is doing. The calender,
MANVILLE AND HIS BLONDES" hens that averaged 16.1 eggs in addition to the records, has some
information which may help you
July, placing him in the upper with your poultry problems.
His
And
Manville
"Tommy
ten producers of the state keeping
Blondes," will be the sermon sun- flock records.
ject of A. V. Havens. minister of
If you did not save male b
the First Christian Church, at the and need some for another year,
Sunday night church service, next
it would be better to let your
Sunday. In reference to the serwants be known early. The early
mon, Mr. Havens said. "It may be
buyer gets the good roosters, and
4 'number of inqueries. are
front
awhile
turn
.to
refreshing
those who wait do not have the coring into the office of the
considering Cain and Abel and the
best ones to select .from.
cothity agent for purebred liveChildren of Israel to .a consideraslot* and he is endeavoring to
Poultry Records for 1937-38
tion of what modern men and
women are doing and seek for an .If you' want to keep a poultry secure the names, addresses, and
application of religion to the ex- record, this year, ask your County thq. breed of purebred livestock
periences of every day life and Agent for a copy of the -brand betng produced by breeders of the
cadaty.. Won't every one read,
to the world in which, we live_ j
ing this notice please mail to him
believe that if the church has any
a list of purebred livestock promesirage in regard to current afducers of your community, giving
fairs, it ought to speak out now
the name, address and -breed of
.,
and make its position known."
stock being produced.
The service will begin at 7:30.
Vaneleave school met GrindSuch a' list established in the of"Judge Not," will be the sermon stone school in a softball contest
subject at the Sunday morning on the Grindstone diamond Fri- fice should increase the income of
worship service, which will begin day, September 3. Vancleave suf- Livestock producers considerably
and
through finding the at 10:45.
fered a crushing defeat at the
of stock that—buyers in his
type
to
ten
The Sunday School. led by hands of. the Grindstone
office are 'desiring to purchase.
• Superintendent George S. Hart, the tune of 22-5:
in the
scoring
mornstarted
Sunday
Grindstone
9:30,
.at
meet
will
Restaurants of the world will be
first inning and remained -tar .
found on Treasure Island, site of ing.
The Young People's Society of from danger throughout the game.
the 1939 Golden Gate InterneChristian Endeavor will meet in Errors of the Vancleave boys comtlenal Exposition.
sad . but loving memory of
the Young People's Parlor, Sun- pensated for _Grindstone's loss ofI In
dear grandfather, Henry Wil:
'day night at 6:30. The Junior their regular pitaher. Fielder, who my
passed away Nov. 12.
Christian Endeavor Society . will was kept out of the game with a sofa who
years 6 months and
73
age
1933;
hand.
Sunbruised
the
in,
hour
same
meet at the
2 days.
day School auditorium.
The Mid-Week Meeting will be
In The church-yard at Pleasant
held Wednesday night at .7:30.
Grove
•
Where the (ewers gently wave,
Lies my dear grandfather sleeping
In his cold and narrow grave.

• 5c to $1.00 Stores
25c

, Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 9, 1937

year In Calloway.
•
1.00Marshall,
Graves, Ilenry and Stewart Counties_
a year elsewhere la
State of Kentucky.
a year to an y address
other than above.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

A night's rest that's peaceful
eied refreshing- a pleasant atmosphere in the lobby - the
warm glow that good food
brings- the pleasant 'section
that low prices glve-these are
the things that make the Hotel
Melbourne the choice of every
experienced traveler.

400
ROOMS

Calloway circuit Court
WITH BATH
Sweet 'shall be your sleep dear
Alma Loeb. J. F. Houser. and
FROM
your
know
I
for
grandfather
Henry Fixman,
Plaintiffs
aches and pains are o'er.
5°
Vs. Judgment
UP
Calloway Circuit Court
Joe T. Parker. Mrs. Myrtle Parker. Aud when my Lord - shall call me
Dr. R. M. Mason,
Plaintiff, Ruth Parker, E. P. Phillips. Re- reall see you again on that happy
golden shore..
ceiver of The First National- Bank.
J.K.BitYAM. Meaagar
Vs. Judgment
—Written by a granddaughMurray. Kentucky. and The ,City
Mack Kirkland.
netemiant of Murray,--Kentiteky
ter.-Ohyene Moore.'
Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
By virtue of a judgment and
order 'ofsale of the Calloway CirUtalgU PIXIMYAPA1 GWD
cuit Court, rendered at the August order of sale of the Calloway Cirabove
August
the
in
the
1931,
at
thereof,
rendered
Court,
cuit
term
cause for the purpose of payment term thereof, 1937, in the-above
of $217.00, and costs herein ;expend- cause for the purpose. of -payment
ed. I shall proceed to offer for of Three- Hundred and Forty-three
sale at the court house door in 1 E342001 Dollars with interest Irc.,m
Murray. Kentucky, to the highest the 3rd day of August. 1937 until
sas,
j
bidder at public auction. on Mon- paid, and fol• their costs,. and costs
day, the 27th day of September. of sale in this action expended.
1937. at 1 o'clock or_ therea b011t less the sum oft $6.21 paid on the
. court day). costs of this action per agreed Dy
same being county.
upon a credit of six months, the the defendant - futh Parker. 1
following described property.' being ehall proceed to offer for sale .at
and lying in Calloway County, the court house door in Murray.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder
Kentucky. towit:
One half undivided interest ,in at public auction. on Monday. the
dal „trtAgitember. 107.
the folkeiving hit ,or ratteritif
r.r-Iheilkabout- (same being
,
ditlying and being in CalLoWay County, Kentucky. and in the town of county court day), upon a credit of
Murray, described as beginning at six mcfillisitlia following described •The most important feature any
install an Iron Fireman in your
the junction point of North ninth praperty, being and lying in Cal- heating plant can have is the ability
pressor furnace. You can do- it at
small expense and on easy payments,
to give plenty ofheat. That is exactly
street and West Main st., on th.2 low County. towit:
making your present heating plant
Lot No. 15 in Block No. 2. in thp _what you get with Iron Fireman
West side of ninth and the Neigh
of
time.
the
heating—plenty
heat—all
modern, efficient, automatic. We
side of W. Main speets, -thence McElrattis Heights Adti-op-lo the
the
will
at
it
get
coat
you
fuel
And
gladly quote prices and terms
lowest
4 380) town 'of Murray.' Kentucky, plat to
North three hundred eighty....„.
of any fuel or firing method offered.. and estimate your fuel cost saving.
feet; thence West parallel with same being recorqed in Deed Bock
An Iron Fireman fire is never
West Main street one hundred No. 3. page 462. <See peed floeie. suddenly blazing hot one minute
(100) feet; thence South parallel No. 32 page 446.) And, that so and completely out the next. It is
with ..North ninth street three much of said land as may be automatic and self-regulating, hut
Kindred eighty I 380 feet: thence necessary to satisfy said debt, in- is always giving off a certain amount
of heat so that floors stay warm and
With West •Mitili ,t,"-one hundred terest and costs .be sold for that the whole house.stays
comfortable.
purpese.'
(100) feet to the beginning.
An Iron - Fireman is clean. Iron
purpurthe
For
the
the
purchase price
For the purchase price
Fireman firing makes coal a smoke
chaser must execute._ bend.' with chaser must execute bond with less fuel. Indoors and OUA an Iron
approved securities, bearing legal" approved securities, bearing legal Fireman is clean.;
interest .from the day of sale un- interest fi•om the day of kale until paid, and having the force and ti/. paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment Bidders will effect of ijudgment. Bidders will
H. E. Jenkins, Manager
be prepared to comply promptly be prepared to comply promptly
S. Hart, with these terms —George S Hart
wtth these terms Murray,
•
Office Phone 435; Res. 416
---•• . Master Commissioner. • Master Commissioner.-

$2.

ST.LOUIS

‘‘, !

MELLOW
WARMTH'

EICIF SERVICE
Dtrrioped and Mofoofocturod by Ford Roolory Prockorts Co. Ch.rwo

The Copper-Bound Principle adds years to the life
of your roof.
Copper-Bounds give you exactly what you want.
The utmost in beauty, durability, and the assurance
that they will voteet your home from the elements
ror years to c.-.1n.e.
Because of the copper locking feature,'they cannot
curl Of blow up.,
We will be glad to show you why a Ford CopperBound Roof looks better, lasts longer and furnishes
more for your money.
FREE ESTIMATES and detailed information on all building problems, whether large or small.

.FHA•

*

*

Insured Mortgage System
Makes a home easily available,ancl- as
-low as rent payments!
•

with IRON FIREMAN automatic coal heating

R. H. VANDEVELDE & COMPANY

Murray LumberCo:
Phone

Depot Street

Quality Lumber Products, Low
Cost Contracting, Complete
Building Supplies
•
"More than 25 years successful experience in serving the people of Calloway County on theit.
building priblems"

Ky.
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WHO'S WHO IN MURRAY
Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.

Bank Of Murray

COUNTY OFFICIALS
The first eight county officials listed below are those who
will assume their duties next January.
Conrad C Jones, jailer, Is tile only hold-over, all the others assuming such duties fmathe first time and several of them
successful in their that 134414111110 for elective public office.
This newspaper wisher each of them success and pleasure
in their new dullaa_and/faneagears of good, honest, econoenical
government for Clidlnielly• cOlnity.
John W. Clopton. County Judge
Wells Overbey, County Attorney
Dewey Crass, Tax Commissioner
Mary R. Williams, County Court Clerk
J. I. Fox, Sheriff
Conrad C. Jones, Jailer
C. A. Hale Representative
J. D. Sexton, County Treasurer
Max Churchill. Coroner
Claude Miller, Circuit Court Clerk

Located on South Pourth street; circulation of cold, clean air in"The Friendly Bank"
stead of remaining on foods, thereexwell
is
citizenship,
phone 84. the Murray Consumers
. Murray's outstanding, public-spirited
Alexander Hamilton said. -No Hart, its directors and officers, it
by impairing their flavor and
in
faith
The
city's
below.
named
body
emplified in its official
Coal and Ice Co., serves the people natural delicacy. Your foods are
rorrununity's business progress and has maintained a rigid policy of
of
government
the
which
in
way
smooth
the
and
its counsel
asset vative. substantial progress;
of this section with PURE ICE refrigerated in nature's own way,
growth is faster and greater than
Murray functions is reflected trethe fact that all members of the
Its banking facilities „enable it to during its entire period of service.
affording savings on food bills. A
council were recentfy re-elected and that the new mayor, Mr.
and coal.
Its entire function is banking in
Hart, who will take office on January 1. was chosen without opUnder the management of M. L. supply of PURE ICE is always
position.
If this Statement of She great all its main.Y.,..913asses savings OA'
Whitnell. this company has gained available in cases of emergencies,
Mr. Grogan and Mr. Ryan have served with honor and
financier is sound aniktrue Murray posits, time- deposals_ private and
a fine reputation because of the whether social or in sickness. The
has
young
as
years
many
for
places
appointive
ability in their
is indeed fortunate in its Bank cionmercial accounts- drafts,
They well-informed housewife has long
excellence of its service.
Mr. Churchill.
of. Murray, one- of the most sub- and discounts, trust slervices. inboth wholesale and re- realized the superior advantages
dealers,
are
next
of
first
the
on
Wallis
Judge
succeed
will
Judge
Irvan
progressive in the vtstment sex icys and financial adstantial and
tail-in Pure Ice and coal and their of PURE ICE REFRIGERATION
January. Ile was chosen by a highly complimentary majority
vice. Both the officers and emState.
scope of business activity covers not only because of the economy
last month.
Established in lill32. this insti- ployees ana. ever alert to be of serbut from a standpoint of the famthis entire section.
MURRAY ('ITT OFFICIALStunon has been tested in the fires vice to its friends and patrons.
Coanaileases-Scientific research has proved ily's health.
George Hart, Mayor
of adversity and affluence for five Because of this mlendids service
Their trucks pass your door each
P1,E. Elliott, "IP. H. Graham, J.
Ethan !roan, Judge
that cold alone is not sufficient for
T. Wallis, R. P. Hellas& L. 13":
years- and %has never failed- to meet the Bank of Murray has steadily
Chits. Grogan, Clerk
refrigeration but that perishables day and special delivery trucks
maingrown:
has
Murray
Jones,
as
S.
surgrown
Robert
Outland,
John Ryan. Attorney
the needs of Murray and the
require a constant circulation of are on duty at all hours to rush
rounding territory through soidtd taming a heritage laid down by its
refrigerated, freshly washed, clean your supply of PURE ICE to you.
reputatton_
a
financial advice and assistance to founders and gaining
air to preserve their natural flavor Lay in your winter's supply of
Its citizenry. Ever in step and ac- and a record of brilliance in the
and delicacy. The MODERN ICE coal now while the price is low
cord with each forward movement aerials of Kentucky banking
The never failing source of sup- quality merchandise and friendly REFRIGERATOR is designed to and fast delivery is possible.
It is with pride and 'respect that
Mrs. Sally Johnson, Manager
for the good t‘f the communities it
We are glad to Izgsmmend this
ply to make yoar home more at service of which they may well afford the best refrigeration posserves, it has played no small part this newspaper recommends the
eta readers
comfortable is Crass be proud. The same high quality sible because all dust and foreign concern's services
.One aft t he most completely supervision f the manager. Mrs._
and
-in the development of this seetfen Bank of Murray to las readers foe equipped beauty establishments in Johnson, and Miss Long, and is Furniture Co. located on North is • maintained throughout their particles are carried down the and suggest that they -patronize
of the state.
this section is the Modern Beauty fully guaranteed for satisfaction Fourth street, phone 381, with huge stocks which are attractive- drain pipe through the constant things's. - soa
lexica . ns pa,,adriit. Traman truly. it is one of our most valued
located on North Fifth Only the highest quality beauty Crass Secend Hand_Stote on South ly displayed to __add to your conenterprise":
business
respected
and
George
Beale, as cashier-manager.
condiments and cosmetics are used, Third street.
street, phone 392.
venience in shopping. Regardless
Under the managerrant of Mrs. assuring the patron of only tha
Their stocks are complete fea- of your home furnishing needs you
Johnson and Miss Long. they have finest workmanship available.
turing suites for every room in the should consult Crass Furniture
With offices and plant located on ironed and others ready to iron)
Soft, lustrous waves, a perfect house, occasional and odd pieces Co. that.
created a reputation and a fast
pieces
Fourth street, phone 44, the and family service 'all
North
French Dry Cleaning
hands
groomed
well
Their policy of quality, service
growing patronage because of their complexion,
and floor coverings in colorful
ready to wear, at reasand
ironed
Cleaners
and
Laundry
Superior
cleaning
their
in
v,.::.ployed'
the
to
natural shades and designs in Brussells. and square dealing has won for
nothing so adds
Murrav's newest business enter- las
quality workmanship. never failSpecial laboraoffer services unexcelled in the onable prices.
of your ing courtesy and careful attention charm and personality of the
velvets, them a host of friends and custotapestries,
prise' is Redden_ Cleaners, located procesrc preserving the hie
Axminsters,
tory tested formulas are, used exstate.
to
returned
are
They
mers, year after year.
to those small details so appreci- modern weinan and the American Congoletun and felt base rugs.
on East Main street. phone 379 garments.
Their plant is designed on the clusively and no harsh soaps or
as
We are glad to recommend this
ated by the discriminating patron. miss has long realized that her
Under, the management of H. M.
servinif the people of Murray arid you as fresh, clean and sanitary
most modern lines and is equipped harmful cleaning agents ever touch
They specialize in each art of best investment is time spent in and Maurice Crass, who have spent progressive firm to our readers
vicinity with quality cleaning ser- the day you bought. them.
with all 'the newest facilities for your garments. They are returnyour door
pass
Their- trucks
vine _ at reasonable prices.
the medern beautician including the care of her beautician_
their entire careers in this work, and suggest that they patroruze
cleaning the most delicate materials ed as. clean and fresh as when
you
Tb many of our feminine readers they hake gained a reputation for them for their furniture needs.
Under the 'managenienf of danwancl.then are as neat to
permanent' waving. Bruer waving,
and
without the usual damage to the you bought them, their
Call 379 for facials, shampooing and shaping his aseauty shop is well known:
f i r m. as your -phone.
this
Thomas' Redden,
fabrics that so often happens to wearability preserved, and the savand
service
clean•prompt
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Quality
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:two
others
the
merato
but
.
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archg
-alittougla---ameratus
the hair manicures, eyebrow
clothes cleaned in shops using an- ings on clothing bills more than
that they consult the Modern
weeks. has already proved its merit ing _ Service.
ing, etc.
tiquated machinery and obsolete covers your cleaning costs. All
spots
removing
in
specialize
probThey
beauty
volurtse
ontheir
Only the most highly trained Beauty Shop
and is fast ineneassng in
Located on Fifth street. phone -- Under the management of G. P. cleaning methods.
proct.ssed with
dry cleaning is
materials
'delicate
from
stains
af
early
vien-.
and
Call 392 for an
of business. because of -the
beauticians are employed arid all lems
140. da2. and 138 night and Surf- •Paschall, they have mcreased their
Moth Proofing, inof
"Dry-Sheen"
management
e
h
t
Under
-and
fabric
the
to
damage
service rendered its without
did
work is dape under the constant potntment
, year after year, because Thomas Banks, this firm has serv- swing you against damage , from
days, the Overby Truck Line serves business.
you p.friends and patrons. its prompt at-. you may rest assured that,
the people of Murray and vicinity of their splendid service. They ed the people of Murray and vi- moths, at no extra cost. They
you
when
tention to each call and the friend- ceive lhe finest service
with fast. dependable transfer ser- are experts in the hauling busi- cinity for 14 years and because make minor repairs and replace
they send your suns. -cheeses. coats. etc
ly. courteous manner in
ness "and all work is under the of their quality 'workmanship, they buttons free of charge and offer
vice.
"to- Redden' Cleaners.
conduct the business.
Equipped with a fleet of trucks supervision of Mr Paschall. You have gained a reputation and a a complete laundry and cleaning
schedule
cal
territory
this
cover
onc ei Murray s most progressive
-We are glad to recommend this
They -feature odorless dry cleanand a capable staff this company.is will make no mistake in allowing fecord of conscientious service of service.
time. in .all its phases, using only quality cleaning concern to 'our and newest business enterprises is
any job, large Overby Truck Line to do all your which they may be pardonably
Give your clothes a break by
- s
Bakers of long experience com- capable of handling
theyannthat
suggest
and
readers
for
devised
the ftneit ecpuposent
for you.
the•liturray Baking Company. loproud. They have ,never felt the sending them here and they won't
and the public o or small .at, reasonable prices. hauling
staff
the
pose
Murray:
'
of
services
the
vesugate
speed,
quality. worinnensiup and
We are glad to recommend to need to reduce their prices because break your pocketbook with .clothcate-dye-in their new building on cordially inVited to visit the baker) They specialize in contract hauland only laboratora tested totanu- newest business enterprise.
and are our readers that they consult Mr. of the quality of their workman- ing bills. Their trucks pass your
North Third street. phone 79.
'and note the sanitary conditions ing _any time .anywhere,
careful and painstaking in their Paschen on all their hauling prob- ship. for it has been the experience door daily and they are as near m.
_ Bakers of Aunt Betty bread, rolls. under their products are , made.
work. All hauling is guaranteed lems for. prompt and satisfactory of modern laundrymen and clean- your phone. call 44.
cakes, cookies and other delicacies, Careful and painstaking 'attention
• service.
for sataafaction,
We are glad to highly recomof
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the
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each
a
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all
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The
the splendid program of motion
workmanship, which Mr. Banks' Laundry
of the stipervision of Mn Salmon.
Cleaners to our
and
(*Onditioned at all times, for the vc:urnesof business because
rigid policies forbid.
Pest dettvery service is teetered
picture entertainment maintained comfort of its patrons. Dunaj' the high quality of its products and
'and suggest that they
readers
includes
service
laundry
—
preducte
Goods
Leather
Their
Hardware.— Farm Implements
by Ha Capitol . Theatre. offering hot days the temperaUare is some- splendid service to its, friends and by calling 79, and their
work patronize them.
rough-Ary (all flat
both
are on sale at your neighborhooa
One-of Murray's pioneer business able record.
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promost
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of
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management
They
Under
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enterprises
are
:the
appointments
Its
woricis outstanding studios of' then outside
It is with pleasure that tlaa ware Co.. serving Murray and the gressive business. firms and have
Salmon, at is equipped with the
' Hallatwoett. New York. London,,,3J4. highest type with seating
the pro- surrounding territory under the censtantly added to their stock
• facrffTlieS comfortable and incanted latest and most modern facilities- newspaper recommends
and the Continent.
to the up-to-the-Minote ducts and service of the Murray present firm for 27 years.
gild equipment to meet the derector
4
• -Under the , management of .Cliff to Make good vision of the stage necessary
He
bakery. including trucks which Baking Company to as readers.
They are dealers in shelf - hard- mends of the fast increasing trade,
atP1 accomplished in this fieldhp
Glowing radiant health is hwir
Morti, this'theatre brings only the_ and sfreefit .
ware. guns- and ammunition, cut- keeping page with each fast chang- Most of us visualize but seldom specializes in relieving cases of
highest ChM Pictures. bearing in • Mr. Moms is to be congratulaied
lery, tools, farm implements of all ing condition of the hardware line. enjoy because of the. tasks of thestanding which have been the
Mind the tastes of everyime as on the f:he program of entertainkinds stoves and ranges GRAIN Regardless of what your needs day, the weaknesses of the flesh despair of physicians using other
rorn Grand-pop -to the meht lkedior the tall and win- the fanat-fmake
will
'
DRILLS AND WHEAT FERTIL- may be in hardware you
and the unnecessary worries we methods of treatment.
-Nomad children, inmina:are features. • ter seasons. which .includest_ many
Mrs. Toni Turner, Mrs. Chas. Sexton,
IZER, AND GALVANIZED SOR- tie Mistake in consulting Sexton fall heir to because of the slight,
the
His offices are equipped with the
_ AmerEach picture is rig:city judged on features long ay:acres:lab',
Doherty, Mgr.
Mae
Eula
Mrs.
,
for
GHUM PANS FOR_IMMEDIATE Bros. Hardware Co. first
Neurocalometer, Instrument
care we accord our bodies.
. its \cleanliness artd entertainment fear. pahlic,
They •carry a complete line of
During_ the past decade the . They are specialists an each USE.
It i. i.Iir.h.',pleaSttre. that this
Just as the ceenponent- parts of measuring heat in the nerve cena talentaim& because at be alzl1
This establishment is noted for McCormick-Del-tug Farm Imple- any machine. slip out or adjustment ters in the back of the neck- and
lacatioa of Murray. between lals&Fat*tastplipisrattighty reteenteends the Amerman vrornan has become mosielphase of beauty culturea permaI eerie& 'finger waves. facials, mane. its fine -quality merchandise., its
through wear and tear: so do the locating 'hot boxes' and misaligned
sat, and larger glass to the south_ _Capitol Thestfa to its readers ani acutely conscious of the fact that'
ments and repairs for any need of
component parts of the human vertebrae. finding many ills herethe Capit.,1 - runs 'many first- run- suggests that they eyed thernsenes her personal appearance .is- her curing, sha in pooing and shaping excellent service to its friends alliiitatisirs before ,they are shown, in of their fuse program cd entertain- greatest asset and that her best , the hair, eyebrow arching. in fact customers and the friendly atmos- the farmer
body need adjustments in order to tofore overlooked in the usual proTo many of our readers this firm function properly.
policy is to patronize - a beasity es- ! each art of the modern beautician, phere that pervades the entire
cedure of thorough diagnosis.
- cities with minh greater popaila- mem.,
to the
suffering with
Those patients
tablislunent with a NO reputation i All work is done under the con- store. The staff is ever alert to is a household word: but
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Scientific research
they
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we
and standing in the community., atant supervision of the managers give the best service in the short- others
that Chiropractic adjustments re- maladies of.long duration are most
Co.
Hardware
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Such, an establishment is the Mat- • and is guaranteed for satisfaction. est possible time and because of consult Sexton
lieve most of the illnesses we suf- loud in their praises of Dr. Oak,
needs, phone
finest service in Donne Beauty Shop, located on Their rates are reasonable and the this policy maintained throughout on all your hardware
,"
fer by removing pressure on deli- ley's methods and results. Many
. : _
,
270.
workmanship is of the highest the years they have won an envi- number 53.
cate nerve centers of the spine owe their return to health to his
RCA Victor an Philo° RaCtioi , the shortest possible time, Re- South Fourth street, phone
This coecernahas gained a remit; calibre. - .
which control our every. function faithful and'competent methods of
Easy Washer& -Toasters Mlicers. gardless .of what your needs may
It is with pleasure that we hightreatment.
of the, body.
Irons Emerson Fans and xiiimer- be you will receive Prompt. cour- tenon aver a patronage of which
shop to
We are glad to highly, recomtins other ,electrical applianees the 'aeous kind satisfactory service by they may be justly proud because ly recommend this beauty
Dr. W. C. Oakley, located on
mend Dr. Oakley to our readers
Shelby Davis, Distributor
cif the quality of their workman- out readers arid suggest that they
Johnson-Fain- Appitance Company - calling 56.
Shop
made West Main street. phone 439, has in need of relief and suggest that
They maintain a radio service' ship their attention to small de.. consult Mat-Donne Beauty
One of the most progressive andi saUsfattory service that has
. has served the people of Murray
a brilliant gained an enviable reputation by they call 439, immediately for an
record
conmeny's
ser: tails and the efficiency vf their on their beauty problems. Call
this
,department unexcelled in
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- :east corner of said thirty (30)
acres': thence east thirteen and onethird 113 1-3) rods for a beginning
corner; thence west sixty (60) poles
to the corner; thence east twentysix and two-thirds (26 2-3) rods
sto darner; thence south sixty (601
poles to the corner; thence west
(Conttnued from Page Two) twenty-six and two-thirds (26 2-3)
poles to the beginning corner conCarney, this company has played taining ten 110) acres in the last
no atriall part in the development tract; the land herein being forty
of this section and is largely re- 140i acres. And being the same
sponsible for the expansion and land in all respects as was congrowth of Calloway county into veyed to C. E. and Mary E. Rusthe industrial community it is sell by C. H. Beaman on 2nd day
today.
of Feb. 1920 and now of record in
BecauSe of the splenchd service deed book, 43, page 567 in the Calaccorded its patrons and its ever- loway Ccunty Court Clerk's office.
For trie purchase price the purready-willingness to assist in the
promotion of each worthy enter- chaser must execute bond with
prise, and to contribute' its part approved securities, bearing legal
to every worthwhile forward civic interest from the day of sale unmovement for the good of the til paid, and having the force and
community as a whole, it has won effect of a judgment. Bidders will
its way into the progeossive busi- be prepared to comply promptly
ness and social activity • of the with these terms.-George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner.
communities it serves.
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Month after month more and
more of the housewives of Murray and this section are coming to
realize that electricity is the most
economical and satisfactory method of cooking, heating, lighting and
to run the many househould. aids
such
as
refrigerators, vacuum
cleaners, fans, washing machtnes,
mixers. toasters, heat pads, etc.
Electric cooking eliminates all the
heat, soot, dirt, and anxiety of'
spoiled food because of too much
or teo little heat. It is the cleanest, cheapest, and most satisfactory method of cooking_ yet devised.
It 'is with pleasure that.. this
newspaper • recommends
to its
readers that they fully investigate
the many, advantage.. o electricutility offered through The Kentucky-Tennessee Light & Pawer
Co.
The &lama' guides in Mammoth
Cave of Kentucky were slaves. According to legends, Stephen Bishop,
Mammoth Cave's first guide, had
saved enough to buy his freedom,
when he died.
Aceording to a statement which
Nathaniel
once
made by
Southgate Shaler, once Kentucky's
State Geologist, ,there were at
least 100,000 miles of open caverns
beneath the surface of the Carboniferous Limestone of Kentucky.
The Mammoth , Cave of Kentucky
is the larges single cavern in the
region.
was
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Ca/Noway Circuit Cowl
Hafford Rogers, Hilliard Rogers,
Clayton Rogers, Edwin Rogers,
Nova May Routen and Robert
Routers her husband, Clover Lillian
Charlton and Estell Charlton her
husband,
Plaintiffs.
Vs. Judgment
Charles Franklin Rogers and
Helen Dulene Rogers,
Defendants
By virthe of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cireuif Court, rendered at the August
term thereof, 1937, in the above
cause for the purpose of.division of
property, and payment of costs
herein expended. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the court house
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder at public auction,
on Monday. the 27th day of September, 1637, at 1 o'clock or thereabout (same beint county court
clay) • upon a credit of six" months.
the following described property,
being and lying in Calloway County. Kentucky, towit:

Being a Pert of the north east
and south east quarters of Section
6 T. 1 R. 4 East. being fifty (50)
acres of the original two hundred
42001 acre tract purchased by D.
C. Barnes from Minnie Guthrie
less a strip eight 18) feet wide off
of the east side of that part of said
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
tract lying in the north east quarter of said section said tract being
,conveyed is bounded as follows:
az: Beginning at the ,south east
corner of the south east quarter of
Section 6. T. 1. R. 4. East; thence
running north one hundred fiftytwo (152) poles eleven ill) feet
Court
-----Caltoway--Circult
ten (10) inches to a stake in secL. E. Owen,
tion. line: thence west with quarPlaintiff, ter section eight (8) feet; thence
,
Vs. Judgment
north parallel with section line
C. E. Russell. and Mary E. Russell, fifty-six 156) poles to the south
his wife, C. H. Beaman, Mrs. Mat- side of Murray and Boydsville
tie Crawford. Executrix of L. F. toad; thence southwest with said
Crawford, Hugh McElrath. Adrnr. road thirty-eight (38) poles ten
of M. A.,Thomas,
110) feet and nine (9) inches to a
Defendants stake: thence south parallel or
By virtue of a judgment and about parallel with section line,
order of sale of the Calloviay Cir- with the line of the R. T. Story
cuit Court. rendered at the August lands two hundred one and a half
term thereof, 1937, in the . above (201 14) poles to a stake in the
cease for the purpose of payment south line of said section and said
of $2715.00 with V', interest from tract: thence east with the southj
this, date and $426.30 with 6SS in- line of said quarter thirty-nine
terest from this date, and costs (39) poles two (21 feet three (3)
herein expended. I shall proceed to inches. to the point of beginning,
offer for sale at the court house containing fifty 50) acres more or
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the less. And being the same land in
highest bidder at public auction', all respects as was conveyed to
on Monday. the 27th day of Sep- Jennie A. Rogers by E. C. Jones
tember, 1937, at 1 o'clock or there and wife Gussie Jones on 12th day
about (same being county court of July, 1927. and is now of reday). upon a credit of six months, cord in deed book 54 page 244 in
the following described property, Calloway County Court Clerk's Of.
being and lying in Calloway CounFor the purchase price the purty, Kentucky, towit:
Thirty 430) acres off of the east chaser must execute bond with
side - of the north 'Ralf of the south approved securities, bearing legal
west Quarter of Section 22. T. 2. interest from the day of sale unR. 3. East; Also ten (19) acres of til paid. and having the force and
land to be taken out of the south effect of a judgment. Bidders will
half of the east half of the north- be prepared to comply promptly
west quarter of Section 22 T. 2. with these terms.-George S. Hart.
R. 3. East. beginning' at the south Master Commissioner.
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Faxon

High School

NEW FUER' TRIO

At the beginning of the third
week of school Mr. Jones pointed
out to us the fact that we have a
full week of extra-curricula activities confronting us. Several of the high school students have been absent, but are
expected back in a few days.
Both boys' and girls' teams were
defeated by Almo's softball learns
Friday, September 3, at Alrno.
The next games schedttled are
with Concord in which the girls
and boys' team will play. The
game will take place at Faxon
September 10.
Look
who's
coming!
Friday
night, September 10, the Wandering Cowboys and Girls will present a program of musical numbers and comedy stunts.
This
group of entertainers broadcast
over WPAD Sunday- afternoon from
1:30 to 2:00 o'clock. This is a
new organization containing the
outstanding entertaining talent of
Calloway and Henry counties including Prentice McCuiston, Joe
Parker, Alvis Wall and the Wail
Sisters.
The price .of admission
is 10c and 15c.
Eighth Grade
By Floretsee Billington
The class of 1941 is small but we
are doing good 'work. We have
lost a- few 'members.
We are glad to have' with us a
member from Pottertown, Charles
Outland. We are glad that Coffield
Vance ,can attend more regularly.
We are also glad W. A. Cunningham is recovering from his injury.
and is back with us.
Seventh Grade News
By Margaret Roberts
Our 15 members have been
very busy this week with. ,our
classes.
Everyone is
studying
hard to bring up his lessons. .
Our attendance has been very
good this week, only three having
been absent.' We hope that next
week everyone can come.
Some of the seventh grade girls
have been playing ball with the
high school girls, so they can be in
practice for Friday's game.
Almost everyone us the seventh
grade have acquired books.
Fifth and Sixth Grade
By Sarah McClure
We are very `busy studying our
lessons.
We have a few new
pupils, Porter ,Blakney and Russell Adams. We surely do welcome them. There are 45 pupils in
the fifth and sixth grades. We
have a Very good teacher this year,
Fred Clark.
The sixth grade is going to make
health posters for the room. Mr.
Clark has been coaching softball
for the last two weeks.
Harold Maupm has been absent
for the last few days. He is very
ill and confined to his bed. We
hope he will soon be able to come
back to school.
Ititerrnedlate Room
By Wilma Jane Hopkins
We are glad to have Joe I3uddie
Adams as a- new student in the
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Ryer, Emma Dean Smith, Betty
Roberts, and Franklin Brandon.
Those doing especially goocrwork
in the first grade were: Gerald
Holland, Julian Holland, Helen
Billington. Ima Jean Outland, Joe
Don Dyer, Kahle_ Colson,* and.
Joe Wayne Darnell.
Faxon Flashes
By the Junior Class
The end of Faxon school will
be here, when the girls sit down
and give the boys their places.
Miss Brandon says that although
Professor Jones stands higher in
society, she and Miss Folwell carry more weight in the community.
Mr. Walston has made a record
by staying longer .at Faxon than
any other vocational agriculture
teacher, but every one wants him
to exceed his' own record.
W. H. Farris polished his car
with burnt cylinder oil during this
rainy spell so folks would -think
he had a new one.
Roger Jones, the galloping, riproaring cowboy, came back to
school on his bucking bronco the
last day of. this week riding like
an Arab.

Mr. Jones is trying to get the
county to furnish enough lumber
to.piild some kennels for the bicycles so he can pat his car back
in his garage.
_
.'
It has been suggested. that overloading springs on Miss Andie's
buggy would save repair cost in
the long run.
„To the people in Faxon .community: Remove your mail boxes,
wagons and other articles from the
side of the road for Miss Brandon
is driving her new car again.
We trust Mr. Jones will wear
his overshoes again this winter for
liScling place for Silvester's wild
western library.
Another draw back to Faxon
juniors is that by the time they
learn enough about Miss Audie's
Jean Chatburia Bruce Cabot and English lesson to be able to sleep
Virginia Grey are three of the fea- late, they're so old they wake
tured
players
in "Bad Guy," up early.
M-G-M's new romance of hightension power-line workers. The
new picture 'opens Tuesday at the
Capitol Theatre for a two-day
showing.

Across the River

third grade. We now have 23 in
the third grade, and 14 in the
fourth grade makini, a total of 37.
The fourth grade is working on
an Indian project. • The boys are
making boats and bows and arrows., The' girls are making wigwams.
Dolphus Phelps is out of 'school
this week, because of illness. We
hope he will start back soon.
First and Senond,Grade
Everyone in first and second
grade are enjoying school. Those
who wanted to go home to see
mother are busy and happy now.
, Second grade pupils who made a
perfect standing in spelling last
week wve: Jack Roberts, _Ronald
Thompion, Ben Hopkins, Merlene
Dyer. Emma Dean Smith; Betty
Roberts, Christine Williams, and
Franklin Brandon.
The following students made: WO
day
in reading: Ronald
each
Thompson, Ben Hopkins, Merlene
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I'd like to know if people are
making fun when they keep asking "What has become of Chatterbox?:' Or are they really failing to
find those long drawn out letters
I still write pretty often.
Today I'm huddled up in a
sweater _Woking out on
what
threatens. to become a fall drizzle.
I'm not complaining tho,, for I
always welcome the time to move
back the fire screen and start"the
first blaze in the fireplace-then
I'm just about to get ready to relit after the summer rush and
take my ease.
Judging from my last week's
work, one would think I take my
ease all the time for I ruined the
week by going to the circus on
Monday-of 'course -went somewhere most every day afterwards
then, but I enjoyed seeing the
elephants,
ponies, 'Clowiit. and
acrobats just as' much as the little niece and nephew. Wilma and
Gene did. But like the little pig
who searched for something easy
to do, I saw that Old Mr. Toil was
in the circut as well as in most
every other business.
I haven't been at home long
enough lately tq glean any neighborhood gossip.
Schools began Friday. but as
usual, some of the teachers had
surprising changes. Miss Geneva
Spiceland was changed to Poplar

Calloway Circuit Court
R. H. Falwell, Administrator of
Wilt. Johnson. deceased, and Gladys
Calloway Circuit Court
Scott,
Plaintiffs The Federal Land Bank of
Louisville,
Vs, Judgment
Rosevelt Johnson, Woodson JohnVs. Judgment
son, and wife, Pearl Johnson, 011ie
William H. Broach, Etc.,
Johnson, Ida Fitzgerald, Wash
Defendants
Fitzgerald, Quitman Johnson, Alois
By virtue of a judgment and'
Johnson, Bee Skinner, and, husorder of sale of the Calloway Cirband,
.Skinner,
Defendants cuit Court, rendered at the August
By virtue of a judment and term thereof, 1937. in the above
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- cause for the purpose cf payment
cuit Court, rendered at the August of $3578.03 with interest at 6,-.4
term thereof. 1937, in the above from June 8, 1937, until paid.
interest at 51
/
24
cause for the purpose of payment $3813.16 with
of debts with interest from this from February 1. 1937. until paid.
date, and costs- herein -expeneked. I arid costs herein expended, I'shall
shall proceed to offer for sale at proceed to offer for Sale at the
the court house door in Murray. court house door in Murray, KenKentucky. to the highest bidder at tucky. to the highest bidder at
public auction, on Monday. the public auction, on. Monday. the
27th day of September, 1937, at 1 27th day. of September, 1937, at 1
o'clack or thereabout (same being o'clock or thereabout same- being
county court day), upon a credit county court day) upon a Credit of
of . six months, the following de- six months, the following described
'Scribed property,, being and lying property, being and' lying in Calin Calloway County, Kentucky. loway County. Kentucky, towit: Consisting of 100 acres. Located
towit:
Beginning at the south west cor- 5 miles southwest of Murray on
Being a part
ner of Will Johnson's lot. and the the public road.
street' east of Barber McElrath's of the southeast quarter of section
place (old Dr. R. L. Grogan place). 35, township 2, range 3 east and
thence east with Will Johnson's bounded as follows:
Beginning at' the southeast corsouth line about One hundred
seventy-eight 1178). feet to the ner- of said section 35; thence west
Emanuel Rowlett lot. thence South with section line one hundred
aii!tly (180) poles to the southwest
with. the weat5040.A.said list a
rner of the southeast . quarter;
"SiT44,-teet
.5.40'lvaskteIaa
to the Allie Willis lat. thence thence north with quarter section
west with the Allie Willis. Dave line one hundred poles to a rock
.• north line corner*, 'thence east parallel- with
Willis, and Wilislohnson
hundred sixty
about one hundred seventy-eight section line one
17n) feet to the street running (160) poles; thence south with secnorth and south and being east tion line to the point 'of • beginning
of the Barber McElrath place one hundred 1100) poles.
Being the same land conveyed to
aftiresaid. thence North with the
east line of said street about two William H. Broach by the Federal
hundred thirty-four 230 feet to Land Bank of Lnutsville by deed
..3. /1930, ari'd • rethe point of beginning. -Will John- dated December,
son's title to the above land was corded sin Deed Book -. page -.
obtained by deed, from Mrs, Mary cf..the Office of the Clerk of- the
Graves June 11. 1.910. deed re: Calloway. County Court -4 Murcordeff irs deed book 27. page 119. ray. Kentucky.
FOr the purchase price the 'piaFor the purchase price the purchaser Must' execute bond with chaser must execute bohd
approved securities, bearing legal approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale' un- Interest from the,„day of sale until paid. and having. the fork and til paid. and having the force and,
*fleet of a- judgments Bidders:swill effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly' be prepared to Comply, promptly
-5y ,pe.se 1.n
.rrnt=iikorge
,sgisisamgessiessaa,sXselgile
Master Commissioner.
Master Commissioner.
.5

Organized Drive Against Thievery in
Rural Sections Is Launched Here Today

Spring after Miss Acree resigned
to attend school. Miss Ida Lorene
Vincent is assisting Clyde Spiceland at Hutchinson. Miss Louise
Barnes, a former Pleasant Valley
J. 0. Matlick, manager of the from members. Over $60.000.00 has
pupil, is teaching at her home Kentucky Farmers Home Journal been spent in the .past .11 months
achoot St. John, again.
Protective Service, which cOnsists in _payin.g rewards and oraenizs
I attended the teachers' meeting of an organized group of over ing the farmers. Nuinerisus gangs
at, Dover last Wednesday with 60,000 Kentucky farmers, has de. of thieves have been convicted for
Linus, and enjoyed it very much. dared war on thievery from farms the stealing of farm property such
Heard a man tell of his travels in this section of the state.
as, poultry, grain, fruit, meat, tools,
through Colorado and many of the
During the
past few
years and livestock.
western states. He had talked to thievery from farms has showed
This organization has the Whole
the sculptor who is carving the a great increase in this state, as hearted indonsetnent of the county
faces of four presidents on the the thieves are now taking ad- officials of Calloway county as
face of a mountain and he saw vantage of our improved roads and well as-those 'of Ben Niles, presithem blasting away the rock to fast cars which will' carry them .dest of the -Kentucky Farm Bircarve the counteances. The speak- many miles from the scene of their -reau; A. B. Chandler., governor;
er used this as an illustration of crime in ,a few 'hours.
Hubert- Meredith. attorney genwhat power can do, and reminded
It is estimated that the' farmers eral; and many others.
the teachers that it was in their of this state are losing over $100Each member is furnished with
power to shape the lives ef those 000 each year at the - bands of or a metal "thief warning" sign to
little ones in their care just as ganized bands of night raiders who .post at the entrance di his farm
the sculptor carves his models.
carry off their hard. earned prop- announcing the reward offer. .
There was barely enough qual- erty in ,the quite of the night.
ified, unmarried teachers ta go
Campbell county, the use of
1936,---tha
around in this county this time.
Journal, Kentucky's 72 year old certified seed almost doubled poF. H. Spiceland, Jr., visited
state farm publication voluntered tato yields over returns from
over here last week..
to lead the farmers of this state in home-grown seed.
I was sorry to hear of "Uncle
a great campaign to bring this
checks
Pete" Brandon's death. He was'
wholesale robbery to a halt. The
one of the most genial, hospitable
COLDS
campaign has been waged in most
and
men in his home that a stranger
every county in the state, meeting
FEVER
ever visited.
with wonderful results.
first day
Well, I spent four days of the
The Farmers Home Journal is
past week in a very unaccustomed
'Liquid, Tablets.
Headache.
30
offering a standing reward of $25 Salve, Nose
Drops
manner I attended the trial -st
%suites
for the apprehension and convicTry "Rab-My-Tistis--World's Best
Dover of -Wylie Howell. slayer ,(51Oen of any thief caught stealing
Liniment
-,-'
Sheriff Ellis. Not being a real reporter. I couldn't take .notes
the Nashville Banner reporter did,
but considering the 'sultry discomfort of the crowded court room,'I
listened as attentively as possible_
Every day I was reminded of
Psalms '37-"I have seen the wicked an great power ,and spreading
himself like a green- bay tree, yet
he passed away and, loss he was
TENNESSEE
•
not".
All evidence pointed to the fact
that Mr. Howell had long been a
. Every room with electric
notorious bootlegger and - the sad
fan
and circulating icewatr
thing about it was that he had
Our beautiful Coffee Shop
nine children to train in the way
FROM
A DAY
they should .go. One boy-a nice
seating 300 serves delicious
looking young than, was a witness
food
at moderate cost.
for his father.
I wish every one who upholds
the liquor trade could have heard'
the lawyer's arguments Saturday.
Kentucky would not have been, so
proud of its broad mindedness toward open saloons.
,Wylie Howell's character witness. after 'saying he was a good
citizen always admitted, "but he
was a bootlegger" (a Kentucky one,
too and resisted. arrest).
fr
-Bro. Creasy' (I can't lien it) a
IL GRADY MANNING, Pres
.
if
fine looking Baptist preacher lawrt.
c;
IV. A. MANNING, Mgr.
yer if you can imagine -such, a
t5
combination, as 'gently as possibla
PO
conceded that perhaps Kentucky's
standards of a good citizen were
wylizewdifferent from Tennessee's, ,but
that here one was not considered
a good citizen if a bootlegger.
There I stood-a loyal Kentuckian.
Brandon
from Nashville. and
King from Cadiz tried to defend
Howell, while Bra. Creasy from
Gallatin and Howell's own cousin,
Will Howell from Dover, were
for the state. The state's attorney,
- especially,'made some eloquent appeals that the land be made safe
for the rising generation, scastoically as Hauptmann. Mr. Howell received his sentence Saturday 'evening-death in the electric chair
Nov. 4. unless the case can be
appealed. I'm glad I didn't see
them handcuff him and lead him
away from his famil.a. Sad is the
fact.- We shall reap. what we
so w.-Chatterbox.
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vations- do not worry
a bit,,, Go straight to
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month at this -writing. . We are ,turned "to their home in Detroit
aglad the new trouch were Made. after a visit here With relatives.
.-OriMhopper. yciewun't have to Their little son. James, is neat
aeark in that. ttibacco much inure cute. _ to surely liked to call his
I hope everyone is feeling fine for I see your Dad _has can and grandmother's little chickens.
Mia, and Mrs. Dick Jones had
this nice cool morning and 'are housed some of the weed already.
Mr. and Mrs. J C. Paschall as their Sunday guests Miss Ethel
ready tp go to work this Monday
-Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oche
B.
Mor
,
visited
Paschall of Murray. Mrs. Delia
Mornmg.
- nines
There was a tot aara Axing yes= -11.5--stleE'
4ttideen-twee -the aweek---LarieaSTera aMr.
terday. Mr. and Mrs Furs Kuy- end.
and children. Mr. arid Mrs. Oat
, kendall visited relatives in TenOne Key was in Murray on busi- Paschall and little son Lonnie
Mr. and .Dirs. ness Saturday - He was accompa% Wallace. '
nesiree Sunday.
Johme Jones and daughter. Wins nied by his sons. Ord ice and LowIt might be best for I. C. and
rue Lou. Mr. and Mrs. Holhat all, and tits father. Mr. Key.,
Mr. • Guice ta get •some of the
Jones and adaughters Annie and
DickJones
put
On
3
"Uncle
neighbors to go with them to the
Bobby were visitors. Sunday in the- great big
fact, he really bottom' if they (karat know any
Mrs.
Willie
Jones
hoaseof Mreut
laughed a-wheri litey put that nice better than to prize fight with
of near Josue Mill. Mr. and Mrs. veal calf of his on the scales and yellow jackets. The "jackets" wit!
--Curhe Halls arid -sun. Frank, visit- it pulled down 240 pounds and ; win every time without pay.
ed _Mr. and Mee Boyd _Junes over Bert Wilson that fine eattleebsayer, I
--I noticed in The North Lynn
Mrs. Haughtie wrote him a check fiir $2000. Now
the week end.
Grave news where someone was
Byars and her mother, Mrs. Ches- "Uncli-e_Dick" _declares -the way, to
asking the whereabouts of Mr. and
ter is visiting the former's Nen. make them weigh 240 pouncs is
Mrs_ J. C. Paschall as they diana
Rabert Byards of Detrial. She's to hand them a corn shuck every
pass going to Mr. Byars home.having a Wetmore sett. ereerdine time you pass their pen. -- •
I guess they were at Mrs. Etna
" to it-ports here.
We are anxiously waiting a visit Hanelineas. They ge to Mr. Byar's
Mrs.
The Providence church building over a week end to Mr and
se_ven nights out of a week and
'go to
of paint has been applied. Marvai Mildred Nance and Lettie Mae Mrs. Haneline's. So I guess it was
Kuykendall. -They aie very pleas- just the eighth night when you
Parks painted the building.
ant callers.
Mr. and Mrs Len Byars and
failed to see them pass.
Roma. Sue, the little, five-yearenjoyed a -very pleasant visit
Heard a real good sermon by
the home of Mr. and Mn.. Connie old daughter of "Mr and Mee Odie
the- Rev. Roy 0. Beaman Sundsy
.Miu-raa and_ granddaughter 01 Mr.
-I-tall. -near_ liturray.---Stusdaaiafternoon over station W-PAD.
Ah Phillips- cut his tobacco crop and Mrs. Ben Byars. is in her first
Mr and Mrs_ Ralph Richerson
term:of school and her teacher sent
last week.
The new cistern troughs Whieri- Mrs. Morris. word that the child and baby visited Mr. and Mrs.
haee been erected - In this ncl. h - should have a hrst reader' as the Harold Smotherrnan over the week
.end.
__a
s borhood have 'been ..1....auecea, '
primer was too easy for her.
•
,
a a ala
-1" frit -have re ' 'Aunt 'Jennie Jones -was sittang crouched close to . the fire
Sunday night and -.had • neighbara
thinking it was going to frost on
their crops. Hewever: I wasn't
excited. I think she was just givmpg . "Uncle Diehl' a._ hint. to spend
some of that $20 for her a new
coat -Golden ,Lock.

Around Paschall
,•School

411

Viti

Midway News\
Coles Reunion

Cedar Knob News
morning, September
Saturday
4-With pencil in my feeble hand
am attempting to write Cedar
Knob News. Did I hear someone
say, "It isn't so important to me?"
I went to thank Mr. and Mrs,
Rude Hendon and son, Bill Edd,
and Bob Allbritten fur the nice
watermelon they placed on my
porch Thursday night While en route to church. The melon was
fine.
Mr. and Mrs. •Oetts Allbritten
and daughter spent Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons
of New Providence.

Mr. and Mrs. George •Coles . hao
a reunion uf their family Sunday
•
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
t'tareneet'ores. St. Louis. MO., Mr.
and' Mrs. Genie Adams, St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt and
daughter of Detroit, Mich., Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Coles and sons, Mr. and
Mrs. Hilman Coles, Mr. and lairs
James Hester Foster and son.
Hubert. and Doris Coles.
Mrs. Jim Black and granddautshtes, Mary Alice Morris, are leaving the last af the week for' a
Connie Burton, Detroit. Mich.,
visit with their -son and uncle, Pat
Black, and family, of Orlando. Fla arrived here last Saturday to
-The Rev :and Mrs. Carl Smith spend a few days with his parents,
of Cleveland, Ohio, spent Frid 2 Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burton,
Mrs. Wall Taylor.. Buchanan,
night in the home of Mr. and Vfs
spent a few. days
Tenn., Route
„Billie Dunn.
last week wah.rier parents. Mr. and
Mr. and airs. Amos aVel enter- Mrs. Ta'Burton.
in
tained the following guests SunMr. and Mrs. Tom Vaughan
dar -Mr. and Mrs. J. -Fa
and Bro. Farris were dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. Edwar Wells and son, of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons,
Carnet'.
Mr. and
Mrs. Wavel Wednesday.
Curd. Mrs. B. S. Overbey. Mr. and
Bro. Farris spent Thursday in
Mrs. Joe Brandon. Mr. and Mrs. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnia
Otho Winchester. James Ralph Simmons and family and was a
Welts, and Lonnie Preston Bran- dinner guest.
don.
-Jim Burton is improving at the
Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor had William Mason Memorial Hospital.
as their guests last Sunday, Mr. and
Johnnie Hodges. Hazel, was the
M rs. Pearl Robe-wan and sons Mr .Stinday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Valand Mrs. Seldon . Lamb. and Mr. da Rowlett. Mr. Rawlett is -much
and Mrs. Bowel Boggess.
improved. ' Mr. and Wrs. R. L. Cooper, who
Mr. and 'Mrs. Elmus Mitchell
dperated a service station at Mid- an
-'d sons, Clyde and DecY were
way, moved to near Providence in Paris. Tenn., Friday \to
visit
and Mr. and Mrs. Elkins t''''''
eae Dr. White Cloud. Mr. Mitchell is
their place here. ---very feeble.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark and
The
revival
meeting.- which
Mr. and Mrs. Wildy Ellis of Nash- opened last Sunday-at Macedonia,
ville. Tenn.. spent the week end came to a close Friday night. We
with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Clark had good services and the singheard- the_Parksaquartet Sun- ing was greatly
enjoyed.
The
day over - a broadcast - from WPAD school chtibren did some good singat Paducah. We surely did enjoa ing at some of the services. The
tus Phillips. sin of -the-prc.gram.
• Wilche, Ea
:
five additions were Mrs. Lena
Bryan and Lois Phillips. was - born
I remain as ever, a correspond- Willis and son, Garvin Wilson,
June 6. 19211 departed* from this ent.a--"Rosebud".
Mrs. Lena Fergerson, and Hassel
life July 16. 1937. age 17. years. -1
Brown. Baptismal servues were
month. and 10' days.
held at four o'clock Friday afterHe leaves to mourn his death a
noon near Alna Grubbs' liorrie.
devoted father. _mother. two. Wann"Uncle Bud" Taylor has seven
er:a John ,Averett and
James
Honor Roll
acres of .fine eotton. He has been
Quo: one grandfather. a dumber
puking the cotton for two weeks
First grade: James Johnson_
of uncles -and aunts of which
and I think 'he will have to have
Second
Grade:
Betty
June
Drinkdearly loved "Wilche, and a host of.
some help before many day.
relatives and •friends.
. ard and Betty June Cunningham.
Third
Grade:
Geneva.Moody
and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Parks with
Do the winds of life's temptations
whom he lived at the time of his Charles Steele.
Make you fear the' foe to face"
Fotirth grade:-"Charles Nanney.
death._ were very devoted to him
Jesus Christ, the world's own vicSixth.' grade: -r'Eva Nell Armand havta spoken many dimes about
tor.
his outstanding personality and strung and Imogene Drinkard.
Offers you a hiding place.
Eighth . grade: Mary 'Lee Perry
fine manners. He was a fine.
•-tiedlent son and was loved by and Kathryn Sue Johnson.
If within the tempest rages, •
Students attending every day Like the troubled
everyone • wha knew' him for his
rolling sea;
the
second
month
are
as
follows:
fine characteristics..
Jesus. Christ. the Ark of Safety
Junior
Oglesby,
Steele,
Johff
W.
C.
Although never • uniting with any
Offers covert, now to thee
club-ch, he made a .statement at Lawrence.. Charles Steele. Re=
Steele.
Bobby
Watson.
Tommy
W14the age of 11 years when he teas
Soul athirst for living waters,
stricken with pneumonia that if son.-yester.Crbuse, Laverne Craftlise, Though the soil be parched and
Charles.:Nanney.
Robert
Fulton,
T.
he -bad died he did not feel that, he
dry,
•would, have been lost. He stated D. Wilson. James _H. Armstrong, Jesus Christ, the Rock once smitseveral times in 'later years that Betty J. Cunningham. Betty ,
ten.
he could trust in Jesus. of which Drinkard. Patsy R. Swift, Eva M. Offers rivers to supply.
we feel assared that he is with Wilson. Margaret Williams: Geneva
Jesus enjoying the blessings of a Moody, Nell Oglesby, Sybil Ogles- Passing through a land aweary.
by. Robbie Swift, Eva N. Arm- Pilgrim by heat oppressed.
home not made with hands.
Wilde we miss you'no one knows strong, Imogene Drinkard. Mary Jesus Christ, the Rock of Ages.
haw bad, but we *feel like we will J. Swift -Frankie M. Travis. and Offers shade and constant rest.
meet you again sorpe day where Anna L Williams.
A cream supper was held Friday
there will be no more heartaches
I will be going now. Hope to
and sad good-byes. Yes, we want-' night. September 3. A nice crowd hear from each one of you in this
ed you-everyone you lived with attended although the weather was week's Ledger & Times.-Ky. Bell.
wanted you-but God wanted you, very .unsettled. Everybody had a
too So we magi say and will say grand time. The teacher Wants to
thank all the patrons and children
-God thy will ts done."
that had any part in making it a
Monday is Labor Day and I.
g k6ov; your dreams were not success.. 'Everything we, had avas
s
sold and could have sold more, thought I would send this news
f".
r wasted•
but the weather was so bad we down on Saturday for fear it night
They Were not dreamed in vain
Th.!. visions 'you have tasted are were afraid to stock too heavy. not be printed if it arrivea.late.
The net profit was $11.45. The - We surely were proud of the
surely living' again.
Like seeds in -springtime planted praceeds will be used solely for nice rain that fell Thursday morning. It will be .11 great help to
the benefit of the school,
They come to bud and flower
-a
And fruitag! heaven granted
In 'their .appoirited hour:"
Yes- Willies. you dreamed dreams
we feel • like are planted _in
heaven
A much better place than this"
•
-Written by a Loved 'One
.

the,tobacco as well as Other eta,'
We are sorrg to learn that Nita.
Robert Crouse remains ill. She
was carried to the Mason hospital
Wednesday evening and under.,
wen an operation Sunday. She is
a fine Christian woman and greets
every one with a smile. There is
no other stc-kness to report in-IhT$
neighborhood.
•
A road is being built from Rottert
Crouse's to the highway. Several
men are employed on this job including Roy Edwards. T. A: Oliver.
Creason boys and others.
I went to the clams in Murray
Monday.
I couldn't help from
being 'a little nervaus when I saw
these snakes around thg man's
neck. A very pretty sight was
the little blonde girl dressed in
yellow who perferm.ed gracefully
as an acrobat. And then there
were those black negroes with
white mustaches than sang and
danced and gave musical numbers.
Well. Sweet Pea was enjoying the
ctrara-tagry iv-ell-When she heard -a
woman say, "Let's play ball boys!
Let's spill the _milk Boys! What
you say" Well I just walked UP
there to watch them throw at those
bottles when some cne threw 1
ball and it bounced over and hit

,as
le girl. It didn't hurt her ercises at Pleasant 'Grove? How
very much but - I didn't stay at many lemons we ate that summer'
I think you should give me u picthe cireus' very long after that.,
Susie 'Oliver and. Rubie Fay ture of your baby daughter fur I
visited the Ledger & Times office have never even had a glimpse of
her.
Monday.
Will see you next week.
While we were . in town ..Mon-Sweet Pea"
day someone visited our. home
and tette nice lot, of apples on the
ENJOY LAKE OUTING
shelf.. Once before there were
some nice peaches left for us when
we arrived home. I am going to
Sen. T. 0. Turner, Mrs. T. 0.
say thank you very Much! And Teener, Mr. and Mrs. Vic Jeffrey.
I am „g011ig to make a guess and Mrs. Willie Linn, Miss Evelyn
see whether I hit or miss-Mr. lain Linn. Miss Treva Rogers, Mr. and
Wilson. I think I am right.
Mrs. Marvin, Wrather, Dr. and Mrs.
Outland, Mrs. E. P. Phillips,
I was glad to see Mrs. Susie A. J.
Edwards, of, Brandon. in town Mrs. Desiree Fair, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Irvin, Mise
Monday. Was also glad to see Ray. Miss Virginia
that dear school teacher. Mrs. June Bessie . Brandon, Peggie Turner,
Wilson. who was out to' hear Btu. Miss Katie Martin, and Mrs. Calista
' ButterwarthiJones enjOyed a fishColeman Overbey preach.
We were very sorry to learn oe supper at Reelfoct • Lake 'last
afternoon.
the death of Mrs. Charlie Guthrie. Thursday
C. Ray's new bus was chartered
She will be greatly missed by
)
.for the trip.' -The party left here
many friends in Hazel as well as.
stuartly afternoon _
other places.
I am wondeting whether Mrs about nine o'clark.
Clifford White is a reader of the
Ledger & Times? If you are, I just
Good returns from farm flocks
want to say hella. Do you re- and from feeding lambs have
member the time when we attended the ice cream supper a boomed interest in sheep in BreckHazel and the Children's-Day ex- 'midge county.
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Your Fighting Hero
Goes to Sea

It's here at last
...the truly great
picture M-G•M
spent/a fortune
to makolrom
Pearl Buck's
Pulitzer Prize
Novel! Thrills,
drama beyond
compare!
2.000 in cast!

-Obituary

ee the,
,..,-z,(

SATURDAY

TODAY and FRIDAY

...in a rousing ,
drama of yacht
racing and
ocean oui-,1
lawsl

_
Captured
by the
gun
'runners!
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CONSTANCE WORTH
WILLIAM HALL
—AND—

eah

Walter CONNOLLY
Tilly LOSCH

MTN

'WILD WEST DAYS'
Chapter Six

Features Start at
3:06
5:46
8:26

•

Cartoon

SUNDAY and MONDAY

E
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LEDE BR

Cole's Camp Ground

FRANCIS

Notice of Sale!

ECONOMY FEED STORE, Murray
C. W.CURD,Hazel -

Read the Claisiti..d

GREATEST OF ALL FORD
USED
INAT!
CAR
ANN
SALES!
VORil DIAL

14

CLEISANCE
UR
USED
StAt

a -7 saitieele..

a

,kp CARS
\s,
ENTIRE STOCKS

LOTS OF GCOD

ATTRACTIVELY PRICED!
.

,

•

all maitre and models of t sed
Cars are Included in,slais bat
annual Ford Detier Clearance. They are attractively
priced for immediate gale, in
figtnes It's your chance
of the veer to drive a bargain:•

TRUCKS
GUARANTEED R a G
VALUES INCLUDED I
Many ettfles• certer•11110Veleos
— llon•w•d end Obarent••• ..
100% setiolkoetien or 10091fiedieedf

and Commercial Cars-Many
sizes and body typos
- many with R & G Guarantee. A good truck is a good
money-maker 'Come in,
‘right
and select one "that's
In every Wiry for your needs!

icitt4 FORD DEALER TODAY
See

Pursuant to an order of the Board of Directors of
J. W. Clopton & Company, a corporation of Murray, Ky.,
I, the -undersigned, will offer for sale all the assets of
said J. W. Clopton- & Company, consisting of tangible
personal property and notes and accounts receivable. The
tangible personal property consists of the following:
1 roll top desk and chair, 1 standing desk and stool,
,
2 chairs, .1 adding machine and stand, 2 floor trucks; 11
feed .pIatforms, 2 feed bins, 2 feed racks, 1 roll oil paper, 310 sales books, 2 floor scales, 1 swinging scale, 2
tables, 125 feet half-inch rope, 157 new egg cases (fix
up), 154.new egg cases (no fillers), 48 Old egg cases, 8
decks for chickens, 30 wire coops, 97 wood coops, 9 bundles. egg cs.- ends, 2 bundles, egg es. sides, 2 bundles egg
es. centers, 11 sets fillers, 500 cup flats, 1 spray, 1 egg es.
maker, 2 egg candlers, electric fan, 25. lbs. egg sc. nails,
6 bbls. 1 feed bbl., 1 stove, half ton coal, 4061t. gardeh
hose,-Tbrooms, hammer, saw, shovel and scoop, 1 International truck, 1 1933 Chevrolet truck..2 tarpaulins. The
notes and Accounts receivable amount to $2,198.71, and
....
:
'
- ---.444t.inent4?ik
'..1--..--'- --....•:.-4
.
- ,at.sir- office
•
...6.z. -..
1
"The sepa,rate'pieces of tangible personal property
will be offered separately or in convenient groups, the
notes and accounts receivable as a whole or in a separate
groyiy, after which all of the property, including tangibles and noteg and accounts, will be offered Lul-a whole..
Said property will be sold at public auction to the
highest and,best bidder upon a credit of three (3) months
with good security to be taken for Payment of the purehase pru.e. but with optic1n to the purchaser-to pay eh
if he so desires. Said sale will be made at the office of
•,
Lr W. Clopton & Company, located on Maple street between First and Second Streets, in Murray, Kentucky, on
the--44th day:-Of September, 1937, at 2 o'clock p. m.

ISCHA AUER
Grace Bradley
I "THE MARCH OF
TIME"
Next Thurs.-Fri.

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
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Don't forget The tithe and _plate: At the office of
4,LN. ClOpton & -Company, September 14, 1937, at 2
o'clock p. in,
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GEORGE HART.

Virginia GREY
BURN

and
"THAT MAN
SAMSON,"
AN ALL STAR
COMEDY
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